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FLOW REGULATED PRESSURE SWING 
ADSORPTION SYSTEM 

Matter enclosed in heavy brackets appears in the 
original patent but forms no part of this reissue specifi- 5 
cation; matter printed in italics indicates the additions 
made by reissue. 

The present application is a continuation of co-pending 
U.S. Reissue patent application No. 10/150,784, entitled 
"Flow Regulated Pressure Swing Adsorption System, 'filed 10 
on May 16, 2002, and to be issued as U.S. Pat. No. 
RE38,493 on Apr. 13, 2004, which is a reissue of U.S. patent 
application No. 08/637, 176, entitled 'Flow Regulated Pres 
sure Swing Adsorption System, 'filed Apr. 24, 1996, now 
U.S. Pat. No. 6,063, 161, the disclosures of which are hereby 15 
incorporated by reference. 

TECHNICAL FIELD 

The invention relates to separations conducted by pres 
Sure Swing adsorption (PSA). The present invention pro- 20 
vides simplified controls, with enhanced flexibility of con 
trol adjustment through flow regulation under changing 
operating conditions. 

BACKGROUND ART 

Gas separation by pressure Swing adsorption is achieved 
by coordinated pressure cycling and flow reversals over 
adsorbent beds which preferentially adsorb a more readily 
adsorbed component relative to a less readily adsorbed 
component of the mixture. The total pressure is elevated to so 
a higher pressure during intervals of flow in a first direction 
through the adsorbent bed, and is reduced to a lower 
pressure during intervals of flow in the reverse direction. As 
the cycle is repeated, the less readily adsorbed or “light' 
component is concentrated in the first direction, while the is 
more readily adsorbed or “heavy’ component is concen 
trated in the reverse direction. 

The conventional process for gas separation by pressure 
Swing adsorption uses two or more adsorbent beds in 
parallel, with directional valves at each end of each adsor- 40 
bent bed to connect the beds in alternating sequence to 
pressure sources and sinks, thus establishing the changes of 
working pressure and flow direction. Valves are required to 
control feed gas admission and discharge of gas enriched in 
the heavy component at the feed ends of the adsorbent beds, 45 
to control delivery of gas enriched in the light component at 
the product ends of the adsorbent beds, and to control 
depressurization and repressurization steps from either the 
feed or product ends of the beds. 

Enhanced separation performance is achieved in well 50 
known PSA cycles using steps for each adsorbent bed of 
cocurrent feed at the higher cycle pressure, cocurrent initial 
blowdown, countercurrent final blowdown, countercurrent 
purge at the lower cycle pressure, and countercurrent pres 
surization. As disclosed by Kiyonaga (U.S. Pat. No. 3,176, 55 
444), Wagner (U.S. Pat. No. 3,430,418) and Fuderer et al 
(U.S. Pat. No. 3,986,849), improved product recovery can 
be obtained with more than two adsorbent beds operating in 
parallel, by performing pressure equalization steps between 
the separate beds so that a first bed undergoing a pressure 60 
reduction step exchanges gas which typically has been 
Substantially purified to a second bed undergoing a pressure 
increase step so that the working pressure of the first and 
second beds is equalized to a pressure intermediate between 
the high and low pressures of the cycle. 65 

With a greater number of beds, multiple pressure equal 
ization steps can be achieved, although the valve logic and 

25 

2 
controls are then greatly complicated. Modern industrial 
scale PSA plants with six or more beds (e.g. as described by 
Fuderer et al for hydrogen purification) use a large number 
of two-way valves under computer control to establish both 
the cycle Switching logic and adaptive flow control of each 
step. 

It is well known that the complexity of valving in PSA 
systems may be reduced by use of multiport valves to 
establish the cycle switching logic. Thus, Synder (U.S. Pat. 
No. 4,272.265) has disclosed a rotary distributor valve for 
controlling high pressure feed and low pressure exhaust 
flows for an air separation pressure Swing adsorption system 
with multiple beds. Use of a coaxially aligned pair of 
distributor valves, respectively controlling feed and product 
gas flows at opposite ends of the beds, was disclosed by van 
Weenen (U.S. Pat. No. 4,469,494), Hill (U.S. Pat. No. 
5,112.367) and Hill et al (U.S. Pat. Nos. 5,268,021 and 
5.366,541) have disclosed oxygen concentration PSA 
devices using multiport rotary valves with stationary adsor 
bent beds. The processes disclosed by van Weenan and Hill 
have pressure equalization steps conducted at respectively 
the product or feed ends of the adsorbent beds. 

Prior art PSA systems with multiport distributor valves 
have been used commercially in Small scale oxygen enrich 
ment applications, as recommended by Dangieri et al (U.S. 
Pat. No. 4,406,675) for a rapid PSA process in which flow 
control is intentionally established by relatively steep pres 
sure gradients in the adsorbent bed. The adsorbent bed must 
therefore be spring-loaded or otherwise immobilized to 
prevent attritional damage. 

For large industrial PSA systems, mechanical immobili 
zation of the adsorbent beds has not been practicable. 
Careful flow control is required to ensure that pressure 
gradients in the adsorbent bed are kept low, well below the 
onset of fluidization. 

Mattia (U.S. Pat. No. 4,452,612) and Boudet et al (U.S. 
Pat. No. 5,133,784) disclose PSA devices using a rotary 
adsorbent bed configuration. The multiple adsorbent bed 
ports of an adsorbent bed rotor sweep past fixed ports for 
feed admission, product delivery and pressure equalization; 
with the relative rotation of the ports providing the function 
of a rotary distributor valve. Related devices are disclosed 
by Kagimoto et al (U.S. Pat. No. 5,248,325). All of these 
prior art devices use multiple adsorbent beds in parallel and 
operating sequentially on the same cycle, with multiport 
distributor rotary valves for controlling gas flows to, from 
and between the adsorbent beds. 

An advantage of PSA devices with the adsorbent beds 
mounted on a rotary adsorbent bed assembly, as in the cited 
prior art inventions by Mattia and Boudet et al., is that 
function port connections for feed, exhaust, product and 
pressure equalization are made to the stator and are thus 
accessible to flow control devices. However, a rotary adsor 
bent bed assembly may be impracticable for large PSA units, 
owing to the weight of the rotating assembly. Also, when 
separating gas components which are highly inflammable or 
toxic, the rotary adsorbent bed assembly would need to be 
completely enclosed in a containment shroud to capture any 
leakage from large diameter rotary seals. Hence, PSA 
devices with stationary adsorbent beds will be preferred for 
larger Scale systems, and for applications processing haz 
ardous gases Such as hydrogen. 

In some of the above referenced prior art (e.g. Mattia, 
Boudet, and van Weenan), the rotary distributor valve would 
rotate continuously. Lywood (U.S. Pat. No. 4,758,253) and 
Kai et al (U.S. Pat. No. 5.256,174) have mentioned inter 
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mittent actuation of rotary multiport distributor valves for 
PSA systems, so that the distributor valve is stopped at a 
fully open position during each step of the cycle, and the 
distributor valve is then switched quickly to its next fully 
open position for the next step of the cycle. 

It will be apparent that the multiport valves disclosed in 
the above cited inventions enable a simplification of PSA 
cycle Switching logic, particularly those using multiple beds 
with pressure equalization steps, since the control functions 
of a multiplicity of two-way valves are consolidated into one 
or two multiport distributor valves. However, these prior art 
devices have limited utility except in small scale 
applications, owing to their lack of control flexibility. Since 
valve timing logic and port orifice sizing of the multiport 
valves are fixed rigidly in these prior art inventions, there is 
no provision for flow control to provide operational adjust 
ment under changing feed conditions or during intervals of 
reduced product demand, or for performance optimization. 

This inflexibility of control is most limiting for those of 
the cited prior art inventions which use multiport valves to 
exchange gas between a pair of beds, and across a pressure 
difference between that pair of beds. Such gas exchanges 
between pairs of beds arise in pressure equalization steps, in 
purge steps, and in product repressurization steps. For the 
PSA cycle to operate properly in a given application 
between given high and low pressures of the cycle, a correct 
amount of gas must be exchanged between a pair of beds in 
each Such step, across the continuously changing pressure 
difference between that pair of beds during the step, and over 
the time interval of that step. 

Especially in large industrial PSA systems, it is also 
necessary to avoid high Velocity transients that could dam 
age the adsorbent by excessive pressure gradients or fluidi 
Zation. Such transients could occur as valve ports open at the 
beginning of an equalization or blowdown step. The internal 
geometry and orifice dimensions of a multiport distributor 
valve govern the amount of gas which can flow across a 
given pressure gradient over a given time interval. Once the 
internal orifice apertures of the rotary valves and piping 
connections have been fixed, the prior art PSA cycle using 
multiport valves could only operate correctly between given 
high and low pressures at one cycle frequency with a given 
feed composition, and would have no means for operational 
adjustment to optimize cycle performance. 

Hence, prior art PSA devices with multiport valves would 
be unable to operate at much reduced cycle frequency during 
periods of reduced demand for purified product. It would be 
highly desirable to reduce cycle frequency when product 
demand is reduced, since lower frequency operation would 
be more efficient at lower flows, less stressful on the 
adsorbent and valve components, and less noisy in medical 
applications. 
The ability to adjust operating frequency is also vital for 

applications where a product purity specification must be 
satisfied, while the highest attainable product recovery is 
desired from a feed mixture of given composition and flow 
rate and working between given higher and lower pressures. 
If the cycle frequency is too slow, the apparatus will release 
a relatively small exhaust flow at the lower pressure, result 
ing in high recovery of the light product at less than specified 
purity. If the cycle frequency is moderately too high, the 
apparatus will release a larger exhaust flow, achieving higher 
than desired purity and lower than desired recovery of the 
light product. If the cycle frequency is much too high, mass 
transfer effects may degrade performance to result in unsat 
isfactory light product purity as well as low recovery. Such 
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4 
applications arise for example in industrial hydrogen puri 
fication. In these applications, cycle frequency must be 
adjustable in order to achieve specified purity and simulta 
neously high recovery of the light product. 
None of the cited prior art for pressure swing adsorption 

with multiport valves addresses the combined need for 
adjustable cycle frequency control and adjustable flow con 
trols for gas exchanges between pairs of adsorbent beds. 
There is no flow control other than the pressure drop 
resistance of the conduits and the valve ports as they open 
and close. Hence, these devices as disclosed have the 
operational limitation that they cannot be operated at sig 
nificantly varied conditions of cycle frequency and pressure. 

It is well known that there is much scope for optimization 
of PSA cycles by adjusting the pressure intervals taken up by 
different steps. For example, Suh and Wankat (AIChE Jour 
nal 35, pages 523-526, 1989) have published computer 
simulation results showing the sensitivity to adjustment 
between the pressure intervals allocated to cocurrent and 
countercurrent blowdown. They showed that the optimum 
split between the pressure intervals for cocurrent and coun 
tercurrent blowdown is sensitive to the feed gas composition 
and the adsorbent selectivity. Product recovery performance 
is degraded by operation away from the optimum operating 
point. 
The above cited PSA devices with multiport distributor 

valves lack any control means for making adjustments 
between the pressure intervals taken up by the different steps 
of the cycle. It would be very desirable to provide a control 
system capable of such adjustment while the PSA system is 
operating. 
A further limitation of the prior art for PSA devices using 

multiport valves is the lack of control means to establish 
relatively smooth and constant flow over each step. Such 
control means could usefully alleviate the flow inrush at the 
beginning of each step when valve ports open across pres 
sure differences, thus protecting the adsorbent bed and valve 
ports from transient flow velocities much in excess of the 
average flow during each step. Such control means could 
also minimize the time intervals of Zero or much below 
average flow velocity during valve Switching between steps, 
thus enhancing the productivity of the apparatus. 

DISCLOSURE OF INVENTION 

The pressure Swing adsorption (PSA) process separates a 
feed gas containing a first component which is more readily 
adsorbed, and a second component which is less readily 
adsorbed, on an adsorbent material installed in adsorbent 
beds. The PSA apparatus has a number “N' of adsorbent 
beds operating in parallel, and phased 360°/N apart in 
operating sequence. Each adsorbent bed has a flow path 
through the adsorbent material, the flow path having a first 
end to which the more readily adsorbed fraction of the feed 
gas mixture is separated by the PSA process, and a second 
end to which the less readily adsorbed fraction of the feed 
gas mixture is separated. Cocurrent flow in the flow path is 
directed from the first to the second end of the flow path, and 
countercurrent flow is directed from the second to the first 
end of the flow path. 

Pressure Swing adsorption processes, including that of the 
present invention, include Some or all of the following 
sequential and cyclically repeated steps for each of the 
adsorbent beds: 

(A) feed step at the higher pressure of the cycle, 
(B) one or more equalization steps for initial depressur 

ization of the bed from the higher pressure to approach 
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an equalization pressure, while gas withdrawn to 
depressurize the bed is supplied to another bed being 
pressurized in its step (F) toward the same equalization 
pressure, 

(C) cocurrent blowdown of the bed to an intermediate 5 
pressure lower than the lowest equalization pressure 
but higher than the lower pressure, 

(D) countercurrent blowdown of the bed to approach the 
lower pressure, 10 

(E) purge step at Substantially the lower pressure, with 
countercurrent flow of gas from step (C), 

(F) equalization step(s) repressurizing the bed to approach 
an equalization pressure, with gas Supplied to pressur 
ize the bed being withdrawn from another bed under- 1s 
going step (B), 

(G) repressurization of the bed to approach the higher 
pressure. 

The present invention achieves pressurization and depres 
Surization steps primarily by gas exchanges between the 20 
adsorbent beds. Steps entailing exchange of gas enriched in 
the second component between adsorbent beds will be 
described as light reflux steps. A predetermined logical 
sequence of the process steps will be established by rotary 
distributor valves, while flow regulation controls will enable 25 
satisfactory operation under varied process conditions and 
under varied cycle frequencies so that required product 
purity, recovery and output can be achieved by a simple 
control strategy. 
The following terminology and definitions will be used 30 

hereunder for PSA devices using multiport distributor rotary 
valves. The first and second ends of the adsorbent beds are 
respectively connected in parallel to control valves which in 
the present invention include multiport distributor valves, a 
first distributor valve connected to the first ends of the 35 
adsorbent beds, and a second distributor valve connected to 
the second ends of the beds. 

Each rotary valve has two relatively rotating ported valve 
elements, respectively the valve stator and rotor. The relative 
rotation of the valve elements sliding on a close contact 40 
sealing valve surface brings the ports of each element into 
sequential engagement. The valve surface is a surface of 
revolution, centered on the axis of revolution. The valve 
Surface may be defined by flat discs, cones, circular 
cylinders, or other surface of revolution. The radial and axial 45 
position on the valve Surface of a cooperating set of ports on 
the two valve elements must substantially coincide. 

The adsorbent beds are connected to adsorbent bed ports 
on one of the valve elements, here described as the bed port 
element. External connections for feed Supply, product 50 
delivery and exhaust discharge are made to function ports on 
the other valve element, here described as the function port 
element. Other function ports on the function port element 
will be provided for product reflux steps or for gas 
exchanges between pairs of adsorbent beds, e.g. for purge or 55 
pressure equalization steps. 
The function ports have a critical role in defining the 

sequence and flow intervals for bed pressurization and 
blowdown steps. The present invention provides adjustable 
flow regulation controls, e.g. throttle orifices, on the con- 60 
duits connecting pairs of function ports provided for gas 
exchanges between adsorbent beds. These flow controls may 
cooperate directly with either the bed port element or the 
function port element. In the example of pressure equaliza 
tion steps, the flow controls must establish Sufficient gas 65 
flow over the time interval of that pressure equalization step 
to achieve the desired pressure changes in the beds under 

6 
going equalization, while avoiding excessively high tran 
sient gas flows that may damage the adsorbent. Adjustability 
of the flow controls is required to achieve a satisfactory 
pressure and flow regime, particularly when changing the 
PSA cycle frequency, working pressures, or feed gas com 
position or temperature. 
The invention provides a process for separating first and 

second components of a feed gas mixture, the first compo 
nent being more readily adsorbed under increase of pressure 
relative to the second component which is less readily 
adsorbed under increase of pressure over an adsorbent 
material. Such that a gas mixture of the first and second 
components contacting the adsorbent material is relatively 
enriched in the first component at a lower pressure and is 
relatively enriched in the second component at a higher 
pressure when the pressure is cycled between the lower and 
higher pressures at a cyclic frequency of the process defining 
a cycle period; providing for the process a plurality of 
adsorbent beds of the adsorbent material with a number 'N' 
of substantially similar adsorbent beds, with said adsorbent 
beds having first and second ends; and further providing for 
the process a first rotary distributor valve connected in 
parallel to the first ends of the adsorbent beds and a second 
rotary distributor valve connected in parallel to the second 
ends of the adsorbent beds, with flow controls cooperating 
with the first and second distributor valves; introducing the 
feed gas mixture at Substantially the higher pressure to the 
first distributor valve; and rotating the first and second 
distributor valves so as to perform in each adsorbent bed the 
sequentially repeated Steps within the cycle period of: 

(A) Supplying a flow of the feed gas mixture at the higher 
pressure through the first distributor valve to the first 
end of the adsorbent bed during a feed time interval, 
withdrawing gas enriched in the second component 
(light reflux gas) from the second end of the adsorbent 
bed, and delivering a portion of the gas enriched in the 
second component as a light product gas, 

(B) withdrawing a flow of gas enriched in the second 
component (light reflux gas) from the second end of the 
adsorbent bed through the second distributor valve, so 
as to depressurize the adsorbent bed from the higher 
pressure toward an equalization pressure less than the 
higher pressure, while controlling the flow so that the 
pressure in the bed approaches the equalization pres 
Sure within an equalization time interval, and also 
controlling the flow so as to limit the peak flow velocity 
exiting the second end of the adsorbentbed in that time 
interval So as to avoid damaging the adsorbent, 

(C) withdrawing a flow of gas enriched in the second 
component (light reflux gas) from the second end of the 
adsorbent bed through the second distributor valve, so 
as to depressurize the adsorbent bed from approxi 
mately the equalization pressure to an intermediate 
pressure less than the equalization pressure and greater 
than the lower pressure, while controlling the flow so 
that the pressure in the bed reaches approximately the 
intermediate pressure within a cocurrent blowdown 
time interval, and also controlling the flow so as to limit 
the peak flow velocity exiting the second end of the 
adsorbent bed in that time interval so as to avoid 
damaging the adsorbent, 

(D) withdrawing a flow of gas enriched in the first 
component (countercurrent blowdown gas) from the 
first end of the adsorbent bed through the first distribu 
tor valve, so as to depressurize the adsorbent bed from 
approximately the intermediate pressure to approach 
the lower pressure, while controlling the flow so that 
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the pressure in the bed approaches the lower pressure 
within a countercurrent blowdown time interval, and 
also controlling the flow so as to limit the peak flow 
velocity adjacent the first end of the adsorbent bed in 
that time interval so as to avoid damaging the 
adsorbent, 

(E) Supplying a flow of gas enriched in the second 
component (light reflux gas) from the second distribu 
tor valve to the second end of the adsorbent bed at 
Substantially the lower pressure, while withdrawing gas 
enriched in the first component from the first end of the 
adsorbent bed and through the first distributor valve 
over a purge time interval, the flow of gas enriched in 
the second component from the second distributor 
valve being withdrawn from another of the adsorbent 
beds which is undergoing cocurrent blowdown step (C) 
of the process, 

(F) Supplying a flow of gas enriched in the second 
component (light reflux gas) from the second distribu 
tor valve to the bed, so as to repressurize the adsorbent 
bed from approximately the lower pressure to approach 
the equalization pressure, while controlling the flow so 
that the pressure in the bed approaches the equalization 
pressure within an equalization time interval, and also 
controlling the flow so as to limit the peak flow velocity 
entering the first end of the adsorbent bed in that time 
intervalso as to avoid damaging the adsorbent, the flow 
of gas enriched in the second component from the 
second distributor valve being withdrawn from another 
of the adsorbent beds which is undergoing equalization 
step (B) of the process, 

(G) Supplying a flow of gas enriched in the second 
component (light reflux gas) from the second distribu 
tor valve to the bed, so as to repressurize the adsorbent 
bed from the equalization pressure to approach the 
higher pressure, while controlling the flow so that the 
pressure in the bed approaches the higher pressure 
within a repressurization time interval, and also con 
trolling the flow so as to limit the peak flow velocity 
entering the second end of the adsorbent bed in that 
time intervalso as to avoid damaging the adsorbent, the 
flow of gas enriched in the second component from the 
second distributor valve being withdrawn from another 
of the adsorbent beds which is undergoing feed step (A) 
of the process, 

(H) cyclically repeating steps (A) to (G). 
Steps (A) to (F) inclusive are conducted successively in 

the “N” adsorbent beds, in different phases separated by a 
fraction “1/N” of the cycle period. 
The invention provides an apparatus for separating the 

first and second components of the feed gas mixture, with: 
(a) a number 'N' of substantially similar adsorbent beds 

of the adsorbent material, with said adsorbent beds 
having first and second ends defining a flow path 
through the adsorbent material; 

(b) light product delivery means to deliver a light product 
flow of gas enriched in the second component from the 
second ends of the adsorbent beds; 

(c) a first rotary distributor valve connected in parallel to 
the first ends of the adsorbent beds; the first distributor 
valve having a stator and a rotor rotatable about an axis; 
the stator and rotor comprising a pair of relatively 
rotating valve elements, the valve elements being 
engaged in fluid sealing sliding contact in a valve 
surface, the valve surface being a surface of revolution 
coaxial to the axis, each of the valve elements having 
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8 
a plurality of ports to the valve Surface and in sequential 
sliding registration with the ports in the valve surface of 
the other valve element through the relative rotation of 
the valve elements; one of said valve elements being a 
first bed port element having N first bed ports each 
communicating to the first end of one of the Nadsor 
bent beds; and the other valve element being a first 
function port element having a plurality of first function 
ports including a feed port, a countercurrent blowdown 
port and a purge exhaust port; with the bed ports spaced 
apart by equal angular separation between adjacent 
ports; and with the first function ports and first bed 
ports at the same radial and axial position on the valve 
Surface so that each first function port is opened in 
sequence to each of the N first bed ports by relative 
rotation of the valve elements; 

(d) a second rotary distributor valve connected in parallel 
to the second ends of the adsorbent beds and cooper 
ating with the first distributor valve; the second dis 
tributor valve having a stator and a rotor rotatable about 
an axis; the stator and rotor comprising a pair of 
relatively rotating valve elements, the valve elements 
being engaged in fluid sealing sliding contact in a valve 
surface, the valve surface being a surface of revolution 
coaxial to the axis, each of the valve elements having 
a plurality of ports to the valve Surface and in sequential 
sliding registration with the ports in the valve surface of 
the other valve element through the relative rotation of 
the valve elements; one of said valve elements being a 
second bed port element having N second bed ports 
each communicating to the second end of one of the N 
adsorbent beds; and the other valve element being a 
second function port element having a plurality of 
second function ports including a plurality of light 
reflux withdrawal ports and light reflux return ports, 
with each light reflux return port communicating 
through the second function element to a light reflux 
withdrawal port; with the bed ports spaced apart by 
equal angular separation between adjacent ports; and 
with the function ports and bed ports at the same radial 
and axial position on the valve Surface so that each 
function port is opened in sequence to each of the N bed 
ports by relative rotation of the valve elements: 

(e) drive means to establish rotation of the rotors, and 
hence relative rotation of the bed port elements and the 
function port elements, of the first and second distribu 
tor valves, with a phase relation between the rotation of 
the rotors and angular spacing of the function ports of 
the first and second distributor valves so as to establish 
for each adsorbent bed communicating to correspond 
ing first and second bed ports the following sequential 
steps and cyclically repeated steps for those bed ports; 
(i) the first bed port is open to the feed port, while light 

product gas is delivered by a light product delivery 
valve, 

(ii) the second bed port is open to a light reflux 
withdrawal port, 

(iii) the first bed port is open to the countercurrent 
blowdown port, 

(iv) the first bed port is open to the purge exhaust port, 
while the second bed port is open to a light reflux 
return port; 

(f) countercurrent blowdown flow control means cooper 
ating with the first distributor valve; (g) light reflux 
flow control means cooperating with the second dis 
tributor valve: (h) feed supply means to introduce the 
feed gas mixture to the feed port of the first distributor 
valve at Substantially the higher pressure; and 
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(i) exhaust means to remove gas enriched in the first 
component from the purge exhaust port of the first 
distributor valve. 

The flow control means cooperating with the first and 
second distributor valves (for respectively countercurrent 
blowdown and light reflux steps) may be provided as 
continuously adjustable orifices (e.g. throttle valves), or as 
discretely adjustable orifices with selector valves to switch 
between discrete settings. The light reflux flow control 
means may be provided as adjustable orifices within the 
rotor of the second distributor valve, or as adjustable orifices 
interposed between the second end of each of the adsorbent 
beds and the second distributor valve. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

FIG. 1 shows a simplified schematic of a six bed PSA 
apparatus with one pressure equalization step. 

FIG. 2 shows the valve port geometry for the first dis 
tributor valve of the apparatus of FIG. 1. 

FIG. 3 shows the valve port geometry for the second 
distributor valve of the apparatus of FIG. 1. 

FIG. 4 shows the valve timing and pressure waveform for 
the apparatus of FIG. 1 with valve port geometry of FIGS. 
2 and 3. 

FIGS. 5 and 6 show modified valve timing and pressure 
waveforms for the apparatus of FIG. 1. 

FIG. 7 shows idealized pressure transients for the appa 
ratus with a single pressure equalization step. 

FIG. 8 shows an alternative schematic of a six bed PSA 
apparatus with provision for two equalization steps. 

FIG. 9 shows valve timing and the pressure waveform for 
the apparatus of FIG. 8. 

FIG. 10 shows mechanical actuators for the adjustable 
orifices. 

FIG. 11 shows a second distributor valve with fluid 
transfer chambers through the stator housing to the adjust 
able orifices. 

FIG. 12 shows an oscillating angular velocity mechanical 
drive for the first distributor valve. 

FIG. 13 shows a pressure-balanced embodiment of the 
first distributor valve. 

FIG. 14 is an axial section of the valve of FIG. 13. 

FIG. 15 is a longitudinal section of another pressure 
balanced embodiment of the first distributor valve. 

FIG. 16 shows an adjustable orifice with two discrete 
settings, applicable to the apparatus of FIG. 1. 

It is noted that FIGS. 1, 8, 10, 11 and 13 are schematic 
diagrams of embodiments of the invention, showing rotary 
distributor valves in longitudinal section along their axis of 
rotation. In order to illustrate the interconnections of the 
apparatus, all of the bed ports and function ports of the 
depicted distributor valves are shown in these simplified 
schematics; with the ports therefore shown in arbitrary 
positions not representing the actual geometric arrangement 
of the ports as provided for example in the axial sections of 
FIGS. 2 and 3. Geometrically true longitudinal sections of 
these valves (such as FIG. 15) would show at most pairs of 
bed ports and function ports at a single radial distance on 
opposite sides of the axis of rotation. 
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10 
MODES FOR CARRYING OUT THE 

INVENTION 

FIG. 1 

A pressure Swing adsorption apparatus 1 is operated in a 
pressure Swing adsorption cycle at an cyclic frequency 
characterized by a period “T”. The apparatus has a number 
“N’=6 of substantially similar adsorbent beds 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 
and 7. The beds have first ends 8, 9, 10, 11, 12 and 13; and 
second ends 14, 15, 16, 17, 18 and 19. The adsorbent 
material in each bed defines a flow path between first and 
second ends of that bed. 

The first end of each adsorbent bed communicates by bed 
conduits 20, 21, 22, 23, 24 and 25 to corresponding first bed 
ports 30, 31, 32, 33, 34 and 35 in stator 36 of first rotary 
distributor valve 37. The stator is attached within stator 
housing 38, by sealing means Such as adhesive bonding so 
that no pathway is provided between the stator and stator 
housing for gas leakage between the bed conduits. 
The first distributor valve includes a rotor 40, driven by 

first valve drive means 41 through shaft 42 about axis of 
rotation 43. The rotor 40 and stator 36 are engaged in mutual 
fluid sealing sliding contact on valve surface 45, which is a 
surface of revolution about axis 43. The bed ports 30–35 
open to valve surface 45. The rotor has a plurality of first 
function ports also open to the valve Surface, including a 
feed port 50, a countercurrent blowdown port 51 and a purge 
exhaust port 52. 
The rotor and stator are the relatively rotating valve 

elements of the distributor valve. The stator may be 
described as the first bed port element of the valve, while the 
rotor is the first function port element of the valve. 
The second end of each adsorbent bed communicates by 

one of conduits 55,56, 57,58,59 and 60 through light reflux 
flow controls (e.g. adjustable orifices) 61, 62, 63, 64, 65 and 
66 respectively to corresponding second bed ports 70, 71, 
72, 73, 74 and 75 in stator 76 of second rotary distributor 
valve 77. The stator is attached within stator housing 78 so 
that no pathway is provided between the stator and stator 
housing for gas leakage between the bed conduits. The rotor 
and stator are the relatively rotating valve elements of the 
distributor valve. The stator may be described as the second 
bed port element of the valve, while the rotor is the second 
function port element of the valve. 
The second distributor valve includes a rotor 80, driven by 

second valve drive means 81 through shaft 82 about axis of 
rotation 83. The rotor 80 and stator 76 are engaged in mutual 
fluid sealing sliding contact on valve surface 85, which is a 
surface of revolution about axis 83. The bed ports 70–75 
open to valve surface 85. The rotor has a plurality of second 
function ports also open to the valve Surface. 
The second function ports are provided as pairs of light 

reflux withdrawal and light reflux return ports, with each 
light reflux withdrawal port communicating to a light reflux 
return port through an adjustable orifice in rotor 80. Light 
reflux withdrawal port 90 communicates through adjustable 
orifice 96 in the rotor to light reflux return port 93. Light 
reflux withdrawal port 91 communicates through adjustable 
orifice 97 in the rotor to light reflux return port 94. Light 
reflux withdrawal port 92 communicates through adjustable 
orifice 98 in the rotor to light reflux return port 95. 
AS FIG. 1 is a schematic diagram of the apparatus, all of 

the bed ports and function ports of the first and second 
distributor valves are shown on the valve surfaces in FIG. 1 
so that all connections to the ports may be shown. Hence, 
FIG. 1 does not indicate the actual geometric arrangement 
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and timing sequence of the ports which are shown in FIGS. 
2 and 3. As will be evident from FIGS. 2 and 3, the bed and 
function ports in each distributor valve will be located at a 
fixed radius from the axis of rotation. 

While valve surfaces 45 and 85 are depicted as flat discs, 
they could be cones, cylinders, or other surface of revolu 
tion. While flat disc valves are preferred for smaller units 
because leakage is readily minimized, cylindrical barrel 
valves may be preferred for much larger units in order to 
avoid excessively large valve rotor diameter and friction. 
The respective materials for the mating surfaces of the stator 
and rotor in sliding contact on the valve Surface may include 
ceramic or hardened metal alloy for one valve element, and 
carbon or a self-lubricating polymeric compound (for 
example based on PTFE) for the other element, so as to 
minimize friction and wear. 
The first and second distributor valves are provided with 

loading means to ensure sealing contact of the rotor and 
stator on the valve surface. Such loading means may include 
mechanical springs 100 and 101, respectively loading rotors 
40 and 80 by thrust washers 102 and 103. 
The loading means may also include gas pressure loading, 

applied either externally or else internally as here depicted. 
In the second distributor valve 77, rotary seals 105 and 106 
between rotor 80 and stator housing 78 are provided with 
different diameters, defining annular chamber 107 in the 
housing. Chamber 107 communicates in rotor 80 with light 
reflux withdrawal port 90, and in stator housing 78 with 
surge chamber 108. Chamber 109 in the housing is defined 
externally of rotary seal 106, and communicates in rotor 80 
with light reflux return port 95 and in stator housing 78 with 
surge chamber 110. 

In the first distributor valve 37, rotary seals 112 and 113 
between rotor 40 and stator housing 38 define an outer 
sealing diameter. The rotor and housing are stepped down to 
a smaller sealing diameter for rotary seals 114 and 115, in 
turn larger in diameter than rotary shaft seal 116. The 
diameter difference between rotary seals 113 and 114 defines 
annular chamber 120 between the rotor and housing. Cham 
ber 120 communicates in rotor 40 with purge exhaust port 
52, and in stator housing 38 with purge exhaust conduit 121. 
The diameter difference between rotary seals 115 and 116 
defines annular chamber 125 between the rotor and housing. 
Chamber 125 communicates in rotor 40 with feed port 50, 
and in stator housing 38 with feed supply conduit 126 
through transfer chamber 127 defined by rotary seals 114 
and 115. 

Seals 112 and 113 between rotor 40 and housing 38 define 
annular transfer chamber 130, communicating in the rotor to 
countercurrent blowdown port 51 and in the housing by 
countercurrent blowdown conduit 131 to countercurrent 
blowdown flow control valve 132, communicating with 
purge exhaust conduit 121 to exhaust conduit 133. 

Optionally, a heavy reflux portion of the gas enriched in 
the first component from preferably the purge exhaust con 
duit may be recompressed by heavy reflux compressor 135 
to the feed supply conduit 126. A three-way feed selector 
valve 136 is provided to accept gas alternatingly from heavy 
reflux compressor 135 via conduit 137 and from feed 
conduit 138, and to deliver this gas to feed supply conduit 
126. Feed gas mixture enters the apparatus by infeed conduit 
139 to feed compressor 140, and thence by conduit 138 to 
feed selector valve 136. Surge chambers between the selec 
tor valve 136, and compressors 135 and 140, may be needed 
to absorb flow pulsations as the selector valve is actuated. 
An alternative configuration is to install a combined feed 

compressor 141 (shown in dashed outline) in feed Supply 
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conduit 126, downstream of feed selector valve 136. The 
combined feed compressor compresses the combination of 
feed and heavy reflux gases, received as a Substantially 
steady gas flow from feed selector valve 136, alternatingly 
feed gas received from conduit 138 and heavy reflux gas 
received from conduit 137. If the exhaust pressure in conduit 
133 is less than the feed pressure in conduit 139, feed 
compressor 140 may be eliminated while heavy reflux 
compressor 135 would be retained. If the exhaust pressure in 
conduit 133 is substantially equal to the feed pressure in 
conduit 139, feed compressor 140 and heavy reflux com 
pressor 135 may both be eliminated, so that combined feed 
compressor 141 performs the combined duties of feed and 
heavy reflux compression. 
The purpose of heavy reflux is to increase recovery of the 

second component in the light product, or equivalently to 
increase concentration of the first component in the heavy 
product discharged from exhaust conduit 133. In the option 
that heavy reflux is not used, compressor 135 and selector 
valve 136 would be eliminated so that feed gas from 
compressor 140 enters feed supply conduit 126 directly. 

Infeed conduit 139 and feed compressor 140 (or alterna 
tive feed compressor 141) are feed supply means to the 
apparatus. If the feed compressor was omitted, the feed gas 
would be supplied by an external source to infeed conduit 
139 at approximately the higher working pressure of the 
process. 

It will be evident that transfer chambers 127, 130 and 120 
serve respectively to transfer gas from the first function ports 
50, 51 and 52 to corresponding function conduits in the first 
valve stator housing. 
A product delivery check valve is provided for each 

adsorbent bed, communicating from the second end of that 
bed to a light product manifold. Product gas enriched in the 
second component is withdrawn from the second ends of the 
adsorbent beds by light product delivery valve means, here 
provided as product delivery check valves 144, 145, 146, 
147, 148 and 149 delivery light product gas from beds 2, 3, 
4, 5, 6 and 7 to light product manifold 150 and light product 
pressure and/or flow regulation means 151. It may be noted 
that the light product gas and the light reflux gas may not be 
identical in composition, as the light product gas will 
preferably be more highly enriched or purified in the second 
component. 
The rotary distributor valve drive means 41 and 81 are 

synchronized. Thus, drive means 41 and 81 may be gear 
reducers, driven by Synchronizing drive linkages 152 and 
153, which in turn may be driven by a variable speed drive 
154 and motor 155. Drive linkages 152 and 153 may use line 
shafts or chain drives. Actuation means 160 for feed selector 
valve 136 may cooperate with first valve drive means 41 
through synchronizing timing control 161. Control 161 and 
actuator 162 may be provided as a cam drive on shaft 42, 
cycling selector valve 136 from feed to heavy reflux back to 
feed six times per revolution of shaft 42. 

Control means for the apparatus include a cycle frequency 
controller 162 controlling the variable speed drive 154, 
actuator 163 and valve 132 countercurrent blowdown flow 
control valve 132, and a light reflux flow control which may 
be light reflux flow control valves 61-66 whose actuation is 
coordinated by controller 164. A supplementary or alterna 
tive light reflux flow control may be provided by adjustable 
orifices 96–98 in the second distributor valve. Cycle fre 
quency may alternatively be controlled by variable fre 
quency AC or by variable voltage DC control of motor 155, 
or by any other means to adjust rotary shaft speed. 
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This apparatus enables the process of the invention to 
vary cycle frequency, so as to achieve desired purity, recov 
ery and flow rate of the light product gas. Higher flow rates, 
both of feed and of light product gas, may in general be 
achieved by operating the apparatus at higher cycle 
frequency, expressed as valve RPM. Apart from ultimate 
mechanical limits to higher cycle frequency that may result 
from considerations of adsorbent bed attrition or rotary 
valve frictional heating, the highest useful cycle frequency 
will be determined by mass transfer degradation of adsor 
bent bed performance, typically controlled by macropore 
diffusion. Gas separation performance (e.g. ability to 
achieve target purity and recovery of light product) will be 
degraded at higher frequencies by mass transfer effects 
impeding equilibration between the adsorbate and interstitial 
gaS. 
When the process is operating in a range of cycle fre 

quencies in which gas separation performance is not greatly 
degraded by mass transfer effects, the process (operating 
between given higher and lower pressures) will operate as an 
escapement to release exhaust gas enriched in the heavy 
component. When the feed flow (as well as the higher and 
lower pressures) is held constant, recovery of the light 
product will then be enhanced by reducing cycle frequency, 
while light product purity will be degraded if cycle fre 
quency is reduced too much. Conversely, under these con 
ditions of fixed feed flow rate and working pressure range, 
light product purity will be enhanced at the expense of light 
product recovery by increasing cycle frequency, before 
reaching such high cycle frequencies that purity would be 
degraded by mass transfer limitations. If target purity and 
recovery cannot be achieved with a given feed flow rate by 
adjusting cycle frequency, the feed flow rate should be 
reduced. Owing to mass transfer influences, highest light 
product purity and recovery will be achievable at lower 
cycle frequencies and with lower feed flows, resulting in 
relatively low light product flow rates. 

FIGS. 2 and 3 
FIG. 2 shows the arrangement of the bed ports on the 

stator 36 and of the function ports on the rotor 40, in the 
plane of the valve surface 45. The first bed ports 30–35 and 
the first function ports 50–52 are located on the valve surface 
at the same axial and radial position, so that each first 
function port is opened in sequence to each of the first bed 
ports as the valve rotates. The bed ports are spaced apart by 
equal angular separation between adjacent ports, here 60' 
for six beds. 

As shown in FIG. 3, the second bed ports 70–75 on stator 
76 and the second function ports 90–95 on rotor 80 are 
located on the valve surface 85 at the same axial and radial 
position, so that each second function port is opened in 
sequence to each of the second bed ports as the valve rotates. 
The bed ports are spaced apart by equal angular separation 
between adjacent ports. 

The rotors as shown in FIGS. 2 and 3 rotate clockwise 
over the stators, as indicated by arrows 168 and 169. The 
rotors are depicted at the same instant of time, or equiva 
lently at the same angular position relative to the bed ports, 
in FIGS. 2 and 3. 

It will be noted that feed port 50 has an overlapping 
angular position with light reflux withdrawal port 90, while 
purge exhaust port 52 has an overlapping angular position 
with light reflux return port 95. 

Alternatively, port 50 could be opened earlier than port 
90, as shown by broken outline 170 advancing the leading 
edge of port 50. Earlier opening of port 50 would provide for 
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feed pressurization of an adsorbent bed, in the final interval 
before port 90 opens. Feed pressurization, in the final stage 
of pressurization approaching the higher pressure of the 
cycle, and cooperating with or instead of product 
pressurization, is recognized in the art as a desirable alter 
native to pressurization by product alone. 

Apparatus 1 operates in a pressure Swing adsorption cycle 
between a higher pressure, here established by feed com 
pressor 140, and a lower pressure established by the exhaust 
pressure in exhaust conduit 133. In operation of the appa 
ratus 1, the raw feed gas mixture is Supplied at Substantially 
the higher pressure to feed port 50, while gas enriched in the 
first component is withdrawn by conduit 121 and transfer 
chamber 120 from purge exhaust port 52 at substantially the 
lower pressure. 
Hence annular chamber 125 is pressurized at approxi 

mately the higher pressure, and annular chamber 120 is 
pressurized at approximately the lower pressure, establish 
ing the gas pressure loading of the rotor 40 on stator 36 
according to the relative diameters of seals 113, 115 and 116 
defining the axially projected annular areas of chambers 120 
and 125. 

With a desirable low pressure drop due to flow in the 
adsorbent beds, light reflux withdrawal port 90 which is 
angularly aligned with feed port 50 will be pressurized to 
approximately the higher pressure by gas flow through the 
beds to which ports 50 and 90 are simultaneously open. 
Similarly, light reflux return port 95 which is angularly 
aligned with purge exhaust port 52 will be pressurized to 
approximately the lower pressure by gas flow through the 
beds to which ports 52 and 95 are simultaneously open. 

Hence annular chamber 107 is pressurized at approxi 
mately the higher pressure, and annular chamber 109 is 
pressurized at approximately the lower pressure, establish 
ing the gas pressure loading of the rotor 80 on stator 76 
according to the relative diameters of seals 105 and 106 and 
the diameter of the rotor 80 on the valve surface. These 
diameters define the axially projected annular areas of 
chambers 107 and 109. 
The process of the invention may be understood by 

considering FIGS. 2 and 3 together with FIG. 4. 
FIG. 4 
Corresponding to the function port geometry of FIGS. 2 

and 3, FIG. 4 shows valve timing diagram 200 for the second 
distributor valve, valve timing diagram 201 for the first 
distributor valve, and the pressure waveform for typical 
adsorbent bed 2 communicating to second bed port 70 and 
first bed port 30. 
The angular positions of the ports of the distributor valves 

are shown in diagram 200 for the second function ports in 
row 205 and the second bed ports in row 206, and in diagram 
201 for the first function ports in row 207 and the first bed 
ports in row 208. The rotation of the valves causes the rows 
of function ports 205 and 207 to move leftward in diagrams 
200 and 201, for a total movement of 360° in each cycle 
period T. as shown by arrows 210 and 211. 
At the instant of time depicted in FIG. 4, bed 2 has just 

completed a feed step, in which a flow of the feed gas 
mixture was Supplied at the higher pressure P, through feed 
port 50 open to bed port 30 and the first end 8 of the bed 2 
during a feed time interval (300 to 360°), while gas 
enriched in the second component was withdrawn from the 
second end 14 of the bed. A portion of the gas enriched in 
the second component was delivered in the feed step as a 
light product gas by product delivery check valve 144, while 
the remainder of the gas enriched in the second component 
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was withdrawn as light reflux gas for repressurization 
throughlight reflux flow control valve 61, as bed port 70 was 
open to light reflux withdrawal port 90. 

During the feed step, the pressure is maintained at Sub 
stantially the higher pressure P. Flow control in the feed 
may be established by the sum of the feed flow and any 
heavy reflux flow admitted to transfer chamber 127 and feed 
port 50 of the first distributor valve, with the light product 
flow being the excess by mass balance over the exhaust flow 
enriched in the first component removed from exhaust 
conduit 133. Heavy reflux flow reduces the quantity of 
exhaust gas discharged from exhaust conduit 133, increasing 
concentration of the first component in the exhaust flow and 
improving recovery of the second component in the light 
product gas. 

Alternatively, the feed supply means may establish the 
feed pressure at Substantially the higher pressure, without 
directly controlling flow of the feed gas, e.g. in the case that 
feed compressor 140 is omitted. The flow control during the 
feed step may then be established by controlling the light 
product flow, e.g. by the Volumetric capacity of light product 
compressor 151. Usually, the higher pressure P, of the cycle 
will be controlled by downstream light product pressure 
regulation by regulator 151. 

If heavy reflux compressor 135 and selector valve 136 are 
included, a portion of the purge exhaust flow and/or the 
countercurrent blowdown flow is recompressed as an inter 
nally recycled second feed to the apparatus. The heavy 
reflux gas or second feed is enriched in the first component 
compared to the feed gas mixture. In order to maintain a 
desired concentration gradient in the adsorbent bed, with 
higher concentration of the first component at the first end of 
the bed and higher concentration of the second component 
at the second end of the bed, the heavy reflux or second feed 
(enriched in the second component relative to the feed) 
should be admitted later in the feed step, after the feed gas 
has been admitted earlier in the feed step. Hence selector 
valve 136 would admit the feed gas mixture from feed 
compressor 140 to feed supply conduit 126 in the first part 
of the feed step (e.g. 300° to 330) for bed 2, and would then 
admit the heavy reflux (or second feed) from heavy reflux 
compressor 135 to feed supply conduit 126 in the second 
part of the feed step (e.g. 330° to 360°) for bed 2. The 
process aspect here is providing a feed selector valve to 
alternatingly direct the feed gas mixture or the heavy reflux 
gas through the first distributor valve to the first end of the 
adsorbent bed, and switching the feed selector valve at a 
frequency “N’ times the cycle frequency for an apparatus of 
“N adsorbent beds in parallel. 
The above principle of switching in the feed step from a 

feed gas mixture to a second feed gas of greater concentra 
tion in the first component may be generalized in the present 
invention. Thus, the second feed gas may be provided 
externally as a gas mixture leaner in a desired second 
component than the first feed gas hitherto referred to as the 
feed gas mixture. More than two feed gas mixtures, option 
ally including a heavy reflux recompressed from the exhaust 
gas enriched in the first component, may be fed sequentially 
(in order of ascending concentration in the first component) 
to the apparatus either through additional feed ports in the 
first distributor valve or through additional selector valve 
channels to the feed port. 

At the instant depicted in FIG. 4, bed 7 is beginning its 
feed step and bed 2 is just beginning an equalization 
depressurization step, in which the first valve is closed to 
bed 2, while a flow of gas enriched in the second component 
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is withdrawn as light reflux gas from second end 14 through 
light reflux flow control valve 61, as bed port 70 opens to 
light reflux withdrawal port 91. This flow depressurizes the 
adsorbent bed from the higher pressure P, toward an 
equalization pressure Peo less than the higher pressure, 
while the flow is controlled so that the pressure in the bed 
approaches the equalization pressure within an equalization 
time interval (0° to 30°) until port 91 closes to port 70. 

There is then a waiting time interval (30° to 60°) until 
light function port 92 opens to bed port 70, beginning a 
cocurrent blowdown step. A flow of light reflux gas enriched 
in the second component is withdrawn from second end 14 
through light reflux flow control valve 61, as bed port 70 
opens to light reflux withdrawal port 92. This flow depres 
surizes the adsorbent bed from equalization pressure Peo to 
an intermediate pressure P greater than the lower pressure 
P., while the flow is controlled so that the pressure in the bed 
approaches intermediate pressure P within a cocurrent 
blowdown time interval (60° to 120°) until port 92 closes to 
port 70. 
The next step is countercurrent blowdown. A flow of gas 

enriched in the first component is withdrawn from the first 
end 8 of bed 2 through transfer chamber 130 and counter 
current blowdown flow control valve 132, as first bed port 
30 opens to countercurrent blowdown port 51. This flow 
depressurizes the adsorbent bed from intermediate pressure 
P to the lower pressure P, while the flow is controlled so 
that the pressure in the bed approaches lower pressure P, 
within a countercurrent blowdown time interval (120° to 
180°) until port 51 closes to port 30. 
The next step is the purge step, conducted at lower 

pressure P over a purge time interval (180° to 240). Purge 
exhaust port 52 opens to first bed port 30, while light reflux 
return port 95 opens to second bed port 70. A flow of gas 
enriched in the first component is withdrawn from the first 
end 8 of bed 2 through ports 30 and 52 to transfer chamber 
120 and exhaust conduit 133, while a light reflux flow of gas 
is returned to second bed port 70 from light reflux return port 
95. This light reflux gas has been throttled from light reflux 
withdrawal port 92 by adjustable orifice 98, and was 
received from bed 6 undergoing the cocurrent blowdown 
step, as indicated by arrow 212. Port 74 of bed 6 is open to 
light reflux withdrawal port 92 while port 70 of bed 2 is open 
to light reflux return port 95, communicating through orifice 
98. Flow control of light reflux gas exchange between beds 
6 and 2 in this step is established by orifice 98 in series with 
flow control valves 61 and 65. 
The next step is the equalization pressurization step, in 

which the bed 2 is partially repressurized with gas 
exchanged from another bed 4 undergoing partial depres 
Surization from a higher pressure, over an equalization time 
interval (240° to 270°) for bed 2. Light reflux return port 94 
opens to second bed port 70 to admit a flow of light reflux 
gas to repressurize bed 2 from lower pressure P, to approach 
the equalization pressure Peo. This light reflux gas has been 
throttled from light reflux withdrawal port 91 by adjustable 
orifice 97, and was received from bed 4 undergoing the 
equalization depressurization step, as indicated by arrow 
213. Port 72 of bed 4 is open to light reflux withdrawal port 
91 while port 70 of bed 2 is open to light reflux return port 
94, communicating through orifice 97. Flow control of light 
reflux gas exchange between beds 4 and 2 in this step is 
established by orifice 97 in series with flow control valves 61 
and 63. 

The following step is the pressurization step in which bed 
2 is repressurized back to the higher pressure over a repres 
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surization time interval (270° to 300). Light reflux return 
port 93 opens to second bed port 70 to admit a flow of light 
reflux gas to repressurize bed 2 from equalization pressure 
Peo to approach the higher pressure P. This light reflux gas 
has been throttled from light reflux withdrawal port 90 by 
adjustable orifice 96 and was received from bed 3 undergo 
ing the feed step, as indicated by arrow 214. Port 71 of bed 
3 is open to light reflux withdrawal port 90 while port 70 of 
bed 2 is open to light reflux return port 93, communicating 
through orifice 96. Flow control of light reflux gas exchange 
between beds 3 and 2 in this step is established by orifice 96 
in series with flow control valves 61 and 62. 

Pressurization to the higher pressure may alternatively be 
achieved at least in part by earlier opening of feed port 50 
(as shown by broken outline 170 advancing the leading edge 
of port 50) to a bed port 30 in the first distributor valve while 
bed port 70 of the same adsorbent bed 2 remains closed to 
light reflux withdrawal port 90 during the repressurization 
step. The working pressure in bed 2 will then rise until it 
reaches a pressure established by light product regulation 
means 151, at which point check valve 144 will open to 
deliver product. 

In each step above, it is necessary to control the flow so 
as to avoid transient peak flow velocities in the adsorbent 
bed that would damage the adsorbent by excessively large 
transient pressure gradients, thus controlling the flow so as 
to limit the ratio of the peak flow velocity to the average flow 
velocity exiting the second end of the adsorbent bed in that 
time interval So as to avoid damaging the adsorbent. 
An advantage to the distributor valve timing described in 

FIGS. 2, 3 and 4 is that the light reflux exchanged between 
pairs of the six beds is always exchanged directly through an 
adjustable orifice communicating in the rotor between a light 
reflux withdrawal port open to one bed and a light reflux 
return port simultaneously open to another bed. This valve 
timing has the disadvantage of a waiting period of 60° 
between the equalization depressurization step and the 
cocurrent blowdown step. Duration expressed as angular 
rotation of the light reflux steps in the diagram of FIG. 4 are 
30° for equalization (depressurization and repressurization), 
60° for cocurrent blowdown and purge, and 30° for repres 
Surization. The unequal duration of these steps requires 
unequal setting of the adjustable orifices 97 and 98 relative 
to orifice 96, as will be explained in the discussion below of 
FIG. 7. 

FIG. 5 
FIG. 5 illustrates a modified timing diagram applicable to 

apparatus 1, in which the waiting period is eliminated in 
modified pressure waveform 223. This is achieved by spac 
ing the function ports as shown in FIG. 5. The cocurrent 
blowdown step is shifted to the interval 30° to 60°, and thus 
contracted to an angular duration of 30', equal to the 
duration of the equalization step and the repressurization 
step. The countercurrent blowdown interval now spans the 
interval from 60° to 120°, while an extended purge step 
spans the interval from 120° to 240°. Since this purge step 
is longer than needed, the cycle is improved by terminating 
the countercurrent blowdown at 120° before the pressure has 
dropped to P, and then completing the depressurization in 
the early part of the purge exhaust interval. This is achieved 
by shaping purge exhaust port 52 to have a tapered leading 
edge 224 which opens to first bed port 30 before light reflux 
return port 95 opens to second bed port 70 of bed 2. Also, 
countercurrent blowdown flow control valve 132 would be 
partially closed to restrict the countercurrent blowdown flow 
so that depressurization is incomplete in the countercurrent 
blowdown step. 
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The extended countercurrent blowdown and purge steps 

enable some improvement of cycle performance. However, 
the open interval of 30° for light reflux withdrawal port 92 
is no longer identical to the open interval of approximately 
60° for corresponding light reflux return port 95. Hence, 
Surge chamber 110 must be considerably enlarged to accept 
cocurrent blowdown gas from port 92 after throttling 
through orifice 98, and then deliver that gas at substantially 
the lower pressure to light reflux port 95 for the purge step, 
without excessive pulsations of flow or pressure. 

FIG. 6 

FIG. 6 illustrates a six bed cycle similar to that of FIG. 5, 
with a double feed step rather than a double exhaust step. A 
second feed port 226 provides for admission of a second 
feed in a second feed step, which may be heavy reflux or 
another gas enriched in the first component relative to the 
first feed gas mixture which is admitted in the first feed step. 

If a single feed gas only is admitted to the apparatus, and 
there is no heavy reflux, the second feed port 226 may be 
extended to merge with feed port 90, as indicated by dashed 
lines in FIG. 6. In that event, the advantage of having a feed 
step of double length is to reduce flow velocities during the 
feed step, so that upward gas flow velocities in the adsorbent 
bed are minimized during the feed step, so as to avoid any 
approach to bed fluidization that would cause adsorbent 
attrition. Since upward flow velocities are reduced, the cycle 
of FIG. 6 may be operated at higher cycle frequency while 
avoiding risks of bed attrition. 

It will be evident that the cycles of FIGS. 5 and 6 could 
be modified by using only five beds, with a single feed step 
and a single exhaust step. Conversely, cycles with more than 
six beds could be used to enable extended feed and/or 
exhaust steps, or to introduce additional equalization steps. 
The cyles of FIGS. 5 and 6 have the advantage that all 

light reflux steps have the same duration, which simplifies 
control as will next be shown. 

FIG. 7 

Control of the process is now discussed. It is highly 
desirable that the process be capable of adjusting to changes 
of feed pressure, feed composition, and product demand. A 
preferred application of the invention is recovery of hydro 
gen from refinery waste gases, where wide variations offeed 
pressure and composition, and of demand for purified 
product, may be normally expected. 
Where feed composition is constant, as in the application 

of oxygen separation from air, a capability for efficient 
turndown during intervals of reduced product demand will 
often be required. The most efficient turndown will be 
achieved by operating the process at reduced cycle fre 
quency and reduced feed flow during intervals of reduced 
product delivery, so that power consumption can be reduced, 
while operating stresses and wear of valve components and 
the adsorbent are also reduced. 

While the distributor valves establish the timing logic and 
sequence of the cycle steps, the invention also provides flow 
controls for the steps of the process. 
These flow controls establish the correct pressure 

response of the adsorbent beds during depressurization and 
repressurization steps. It is particularly important that light 
reflux steps be correctly controlled. 

FIG. 7 shows calculated pressure transients through the 
second distributor valve for the equalization, cocurrent 
blowdown and repressurization steps (the “light reflux' 
steps) of the process with a single equalization step. The 
transients are plotted as pressure in an adsorbent bed under 
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going each step, Versus a time function “(A.t)/V' plotted on 
ordinate 250 from the beginning of that step. In the time 
function, “A” is the flow area of an orifice (one of orifices 
96.97, or 98) in the second distributor valve rotor through 
which flow is occurring to achieve that step, “t is the time 
from the beginning of that step when the function ports 
communicating to that orifice open to the bed ports of the 
beds undergoing that step, and “V” is the volume of that bed. 
Flow control of any of these light reflux steps may be 
obtained by adjusting the area “A” of the corresponding 
orifice. 

The pressure transients were calculated on the basis of the 
following assumptions. The light reflux gas is a pure second 
component which is a diatomic gas such as hydrogen, only 
weakly adsorbed with a linear isotherm and negligible heat 
of adsorption so the second end of the adsorbentbed remains 
isothermal. Flow controls 61-66 are assumed to be wide 
open, corresponding to the process condition of operation at 
maximum cycle frequency. Pressure drops in the flow path 
within beds 2–7 are neglected. Pressure drop associated with 
incomplete opening of the ports in second valve surface 85 
is also neglected, equivalent to the assumption 
(approximately valid for small units with small diameter bed 
ports) that these ports are opened instantaneously at the 
beginning of each of the steps considered. The pressure drop 
associated with gas exchange flows between adsorbent beds 
was calculated on the basis of adiabatic compressible flow of 
a diatomic gas, for the case of the PSA cycle pressure ratio 
PP, assumed as 4:1. 

Curve 260 shows equalization depressurization of a bed, 
exchanging gas as indicated by arrow 261 through orifice 97 
to another bed whose equilization pressurization response is 
shown by curve 262. Curve 263 shows cocurrent blowdown 
of a bed releasing gas as shown by arrow 264 to a bed 
undergoing the purge step. Curve 265 shows displacement 
of the cocurrent blowdown, by starting from a pressure 266 
somewhat higher than PEQ as the result of terminating the 
equalization depressurization step at a value of the time 
coefficient 267. Curve 268 shows the repressurization step of 
a bed, receiving light reflux gas as indicated by arrow 269 
from a bed undergoing the feed step. 

In the case that the cocurrent blowdown for a bed is also 
terminated at a time corresponding to value 267 of the time 
coefficient (with assumed instantaneous closing of the valve 
ports in the valve surface 85), the pressure in that bed has 
dropped to P. 

For the example of oxygen separation from air over 
Zeolites preferentially adsorbing nitrogen as the second 
component, computer modelling and experimental testing of 
the six bed PSA cycle defined by FIG. 4 has shown that an 
optimum amount of countercurrent blowdown is established 
when the intermediate pressure is in the range defined 
approximately by 

(Pay-P)f(P-P)=0.20 to 0.25. 

This optimal ratio would take lower values of 

(P-P)/(P-P)=0.15 to 0.20 

when the first component is more strongly adsorbed than 
nitrogen, as the case of hydrogen purification from a H/CO 
mixture, with carbon dioxide the strongly adsorbed second 
component. 

It will be seen from FIG. 7 that (P-P)/(P-P)=0.2 at 
the value 267 of the time function, at which point the 
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20 
equalization and depressurization steps are each about 95% 
complete in approaching the terminal pressure of that step. 

For identical step time intervals “t of these steps, as is 
obtained with the cycle timing of FIGS. 5 and 6 (and also the 
timing of FIG.9, but not for the timing of FIG. 4), the orifice 
areas “A” of orifices 96–98 should therefore be approxi 
mately equal. For FIGS. 5 and 6, it may be noted for each 
of the light reflux steps nominally 

t=T/12, 
since the step angular interval is 30°. The pressure drop 
resistance of each of the three light reflux steps should be 
substantially equal for the cycle of FIGS. 5 and 6 so that the 
desirable pressure transient curves of FIG. 7 will be attained 
with a nominal step time interval defined by time 267. 
Furthermore, equal adjustment of flow control valves 61-66 
will not significantly upset the balance of pressure changes 
between the cocurrent and countercurrent blowdown steps in 
FIGS. 5 and 6. 

Hence, the orifices 96-98 (once adjusted to approximately 
an equal effective area “A') need not be further adjustable 
for the cycles of FIGS. 5 or 6, since flow control of light 
reflux steps can be provided by coordinated actuation of 
valves 61-66. 
An important process embodiment of the present inven 

tion is thus to establish equal time intervals for each of the 
light reflux steps (equalization, cocurrent blowdown to 
purge, and product repressurization) by the porting of the 
second distributor valve, and then to provide coordinated 
actuation of flow controls (e.g. valves 61 to 66) between the 
second end of each bed and the second distributor valve, so 
as to achieve at any operating cycle frequency of the process 
substantial completion of the pressure equalization step 
while avoiding excessively rapid rate of pressure change, 
and while maintaining the ratio 
0.1<(P-P,)/(P-P,)<0.3, or preferably 
0.15-(P-P)/(P-P)<0.25. 
With flow control valves 61-66 fully open, and orifices 

96-98 also open with flow area “A”, the cycle of FIG. 5 can 
be operated at maximum cycle frequency for the given 
pressure ratio P/P to achieve pressure transient curves for 
the light reflux steps similar to FIG. 6. The cycle cannot be 
operated at higher frequency, except by lowering the pres 
Sure ratio P/P. 

If the cycles of FIG. 5 or 6 are operated at lower frequency 
at the same pressure ratio PH/PL, the effective orifice flow 
area “A” must be adjusted in substantially inverse ratio to 
the step time interval “t' or cycle period “T”, so that the step 
time coefficient 267 is approximately constant. If the cycle 
period were increased by e.g. a factor of two without 
adjusting the effective “A” by a factor of /2, the cocurrent 
blowdown would be continued too far so P, would be 
much too low and the countercurrent blowdown step would 
be nearly eliminated, resulting in loss of purification and 
recovery performance for the light product. 

Since the cycles of FIGS. 5 and 6 operate well with equal 
“A” for each light reflux step, it is immaterial to perfor 
mance whether the effective 'A' is controlled by adjusting 
the orifices 96-98 or the flow controls 61-66. In practice, the 
orifices 96-98 on the rotor within the second distributor 
valve are less conveniently controlled operationally, so flow 
controls 61-66 have been provided for more convenient 
operator control access. For these cycles, operational adjust 
ability of orifices 96–98 may not be required, once the 
apparatus has been assembled with correct adjustments for 
a given application. 

In the cycle of FIG. 4, the light reflux steps have unequal 
time intervals. The duration of the cocurrent blowdown step 
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is twice as long (T/6) as the duration of the equalization and 
repressurization steps. Therefore, orifice 98 throttling the 
countercurrent blowdown step should have an effective flow 
area “A” (after lumped inclusion of other pressure drops 
between the second ends of beds exchanging gas in light 
reflux steps in the effective orifice area) only half the 
effective orifice flow area associated with orifices 97 and 96 
throttling the equalization and repressurization steps respec 
tively. 
When the light reflux orifices are to be used for flow 

adjustment, it may be noted that the most critical adjustment 
is that of orifice 98 controlled countercurrent blowdown 
flow because maladjustment of that orifice for any operating 
cycle frequency will upset the desirable value of P., so that 
the countercurrent blowdown may be too large or too small. 
If P is too high because orifice 98 is too restrictive, the 
countercurrent blowdown will be relatively large while the 
resulting small cocurrent blowdown will release only a small 
Volume of purge gas. If P is too low because orifice 98 is 
too open, the countercurrent blowdown may be too small, 
compromising purity. 
One simplification within the invention is to use fixed 

orifices 96 and 97 on the less critical equalization and 
repressurization steps, while using an adjustable orifice 98 to 
regulate the more critical countercurrent blowdown. This 
approach is especially suitable for the cycle of FIG. 4. 
having a slow countercurrent blowdown which is more 
sensitive to control as has been verified in experimental 
prototypes of the invention. 
The above discussed control characteristics have been 

verified experimentally with prototypes, using six beds with 
valve timing according to FIG. 4 or FIG.9. It was found that 
maladjustment of the flow controls could render the process 
inoperative, while satisfactory performance in hydrogen 
purification and oxygen concentration applications was 
demonstrated, with the orifices adjusted for each operating 
condition to achieve the pressure transients as depicted in 
FIG. 7. 

FIGS. 8 and 9 
FIG. 8 shows another embodiment 300 of a six bed PSA 

apparatus with several alternative features of the invention. 
Component numbering and nomenclature are similar to FIG. 
1, except as noted below. Like FIG. 1, FIG. 8 schematically 
shows all bed ports and function ports of the first and second 
distributor valves, and likewise does not show the geometry 
of the ports relative to the axis of each valve. FIG. 9 shows 
timing diagrams and the pressure waveform for apparatus 
3OO. 

Apparatus 300 is configured to deliver the light product 
gas through the second distributor valve. Light product gas, 
enriched in the second component, is delivered by second 
function port 90, during the feed step of each adsorbent bed, 
and by light product delivery conduit 301 to optional light 
product compressor 302. Light product compressor with its 
downstream load provides means to regulate the pressure 
and flow of the light product gas. To avoid undesirable 
pressure reduction below the higher pressure of the light 
product gas, non-return valves 310–315 are provided in 
parallel with each of flow control valves 61-66. The non 
return valves enable gas enriched in the second component 
to flow from the adsorbent beds to the second distributor 
valve with minimal pressure loss, while light reflux gas 
flowing back from the second distributor valve to the 
adsorbent beds may be throttled by the flow control valves 
61-66. 

Apparatus 300 illustrates alternative means of introducing 
a second feed gas, having a higher concentration in the first 
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component than the feed gas. Instead of an external feed 
selector valve admitting alternating pulses of the feed and a 
second feed (or heavy reflux), a second feed supply conduit 
326 introduces the second feed directly to second feed 
transfer chamber 327 between rotor 40 and stator housing 
38. Transfer chamber 327 is isolated from feed transfer 
chamber 127 by rotary seal 328, and communicates to 
second feed port 350 on valve surface 45. Second feed port 
350 follows feed port 50 in the timing sequence of first 
function ports 355 on first distributor valve timing diagram 
360 of FIG. 9. Second feed port 350 corresponds to second 
feed port 226 in FIG. 6. 
The second feed gas is admitted to the adsorbent beds in 

the latter portion of the feed step, or in a second feed step as 
provided in FIG. 6, after the admission of the feed gas less 
concentrated in the first component than the second feed gas. 
The sequential admission of feed gas increasingly concen 
trated in the first component helps to provide a rising 
concentration of the first component toward the first end of 
the adsorbent beds, and of the second component toward the 
second end of the adsorbent beds. 
The process aspect here is Supplying the feed gas mixture 

during the initial part of high pressure step (A) to the first 
end of the adsorbent bed, and then Supplying a second feed 
gas with a greater concentration of the first component 
during the later part of step (A) to the first end of the 
adsorbent bed. 
The second feed gas may be heavy reflux gas diverted 

from the exhaust gas and recompressed, as discussed for the 
embodiment of FIG. 1. Alternatively, the second feed gas 
may be another gas mixture, leaner in the second component 
than the first feed gas mixture. This principle may readily be 
generalized to a plurality of feed gases, each admitted in 
ascending order of concentration in the first component or 
declining order of concentration in the second component. 
Thus, in hydrogen recovery from refinery waste gases, there 
may be a multiplicity of feed gases with differing concen 
trations of hydrogen as the second component. 

Apparatus 300 also includes provision in the second 
distributor valve for a second equalization step of the 
process. An additional light reflux withdrawal port 391 is 
provided, communicating through adjustable orifice 392 in 
rotor 80 to light reflux return port 394. The timing of ports 
391 and 394 is shown in function port sequence 395 of 
second distributor valve timing diagram 396 of FIG. 9. The 
second equalization step includes depressurization of one 
bed from Peo to approach Peo, exchanging light reflux gas 
as indicated by arrow 399 to another bed being pressurized 
from P, to approach Peo2. 
FIG 10 
As the adjustable orifices in the rotor of the second 

distributor valve are enclosed within a rotor and behind both 
dynamic and Static Seals, their operational adjustment pre 
sents challenges, particularly when the PSA System is puri 
fying dangerous gases such as hydrogen. Hence the inven 
tion provides means for their adjustment. 

FIG. 10 is a schematic drawing of an alternative second 
distributor valve 400 with control means for the adjustable 
orifices of the rotor as configured for embodiment 1 of FIG. 
1. Adjustable orifices 96–98 are provided as throttle valves 
mounted in rotor 80, each with identical or similar external 
actuation means, described here in detail for adjustable 
orifice 97. Light reflux withdrawal port 91 communicates by 
conduit 401 to upstream valve chamber 402. Chamber 402 
is penetrated by valve stem 405 with coaxial needle 406 
aligned with valve seat 408. The adjustable throttle valve 
orifice is defined between needle 406 and seat 408, and 
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provides fluid communication with downstream valve 
chamber 410 which in turn communicates by conduit 412 to 
light reflux return port 94. 

Drive end 414 of valve stem 405 is isolated from process 
fluid by seal 415, and is provided with a drive pin 416 
penetrating a drive slot 417 in rotor 80. Slot 417 has axial 
clearance for pin 416, sufficient for movement of stem 405 
with needle 406 to adjust the orifice area between the needle 
and valve seat 408. Drive pin 416 projects clear of rotor 80 
to roller 418 on drive pin 416, engaging circumferential 
thrust collar 420. Thrust collar 420 is slidably mounted for 
axial motion concentric to axis 83 in stationary guide 421, 
which is a coaxially concentric extension of stator housing 
78 external of rotary seal 422. Actuation pin 424 on thrust 
collar 420 penetrates slot 425 in guide 421, and is coupled 
to linear actuator 430. Thus, linear motion of actuation pin 
424 by actuator 430 is directly transmitted through thrust 
collar 420 and drive pin 416 to shift the valve stem. 

Rotary seal 422 seals chamber 435 between rotor 80 and 
stator housing 78. Rotor 80 has a diameter 436 greater than 
the sealing diameter of rotary seal 422. Chamber 435 
communicates with light reflux withdrawal port 90 so as to 
pressurize chamber 435 to substantially the higher pressure, 
thus providing gas loading means urging of rotor 80 onto 
valve surface 85. Mechanical valve loading means may also 
be provided by spring 438 loading thrust washer 439 onto 
rotor 80. 
FIG 11 
An alternative embodiment 450 of the second distributor 

valve uses fluid transfer chambers between the rotor 80 and 
the stator housing 78, so that the adjustable orifices can be 
provided as throttle valves external to the stator housing. 
On a common sealing diameter, rotary seals 451, 452, 

453, 454 and 455 mutually isolate chamber 107 communi 
cating in rotor 80 to light reflux withdrawal port 90 at 
substantially the higher pressure, transfer chamber 461 com 
municating to light reflux return port 93, transfer chamber 
462 communicating to light reflux withdrawal port 91, 
transfer chamber 463 communicating to light reflux return 
port 94, transfer chamber 464 communicating to light reflux 
withdrawal port 92, and chamber 109 communicating to 
light reflux return port 95 at substantially the lower pressure. 
Adjustable orifice 96 is provided as throttle valve 471 
communicating through stator housing 78 to chambers 107 
and 461. Adjustable orifice 97 is provided as throttle valve 
472 communicating through stator housing 78 to chambers 
462 and 463. Adjustable orifice 98 is provided as throttle 
valve 473 communicating through stator housing 78 to 
chambers 464 and 109. 

FIG. 12 
Several refinements for providing flow control to mini 

mize peak gas flow velocities, or to increase the average 
flow velocity in each step, are now discussed. 
One such refinement is to oscillate the angular velocity of 

the first rotary distributor valve, to extend its open periods. 
With reference to FIG. 1, FIG. 12 provides an example of 
first valve drive means 41 and synchronizing linkage 152, 
here provided as a gear train 500 coupling motor 155 
through variable speed drive 154 to shaft 42 turning rotor 40 
in stator housing 38. Shaft 42 carries gear 501, driven by 
pinion 502 on lay shaft 503. The gear reduction ratio from 
shaft 503 to shaft 42 is 6:1 for the example of a PSA system 
with six adsorbent beds, or more generally N: 1 for N 
adsorbent beds in parallel. Variable speed drive 154 drives 
output shaft 508, which is coupled to lay shaft 503 by a pair 
of noncircular or elliptical gears 505 and 506. Elliptical 
gears 505 and 506 have the same number of teeth. 
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By selecting readily available elliptical gears whose maxi 

mum pitch radius is twice the minimum pitch radius, con 
stant rotary speed operation of shaft 508 will result in a 
variation of the instantaneous angular velocity of shaft 503 
from half that of shaft 508 to twice that of shaft 508, or over 
a range of 4:1. Hence the instantaneous angular velocity of 
first rotary valve shaft 42 will also vary through a 4:1 ratio, 
with six maxima and six minima per complete revolution. 
The apparatus for “Nadsorbent beds in parallel has drive 

means including angular velocity variation means to vary 
the angular velocity of the rotor of the first distributor valve 
at a multiple “N’ times the cycle frequency, so as to extend 
the time interval during which a function port is Substan 
tially fully open to each bed port, and to reduce the time 
interval during which that function port is substantially 
closed to any bed port, while maintaining the minimum 
angular velocity of the rotor to be greater than Zero through 
out the cycle so as to avoid excessive wear due to stopping 
and restarting rotation. The angular velocity variation means 
may be provided as a pair of noncircular gears in the drive 
train to the first distributor valve. 
The angular phase of shaft 42 with respect to the angular 

Velocity oscillations generated by the pair of elliptical gears 
will be set so that the angular velocity of rotor 80 is low 
while the first bed ports and first function ports are mutually 
opened, while the angular velocity will be high while the 
ports are closed and Switching. Hence, the time during 
which the valve ports are nearly fully open will be 
maximized, while the time during which the valve ports are 
closed or nearly closed will be minimized. Since the mini 
mum angular velocity of the rotor is well above Zero, rapid 
wear due to stick-slip conditions (that would result from 
intermittent rotation with intervals of completely stopped 
rotation) is avoided. 
By minimizing the duration of low flow valve switching 

time intervals, this feature enhances productivity of the 
adsorbent beds and of the distributor valve. It will be seen 
that the described gear train is means to vary the angular 
velocity of the valve rotor, so as to extend the time interval 
during which a function port is substantially fully open to 
each bed port, and to reduce the time interval during which 
that function port is Substantially closed to any bed port, 
while maintaining a finite angular velocity of the rotor 
throughout the cycle. 

It will be evident that other mechanisms could be used to 
vary the angular velocity of the distributor valve rotor, N 
times per cycle period, with correct phase to extend the 
duration of open intervals. This description has focused on 
the first distributor valve, whose function steps have an 
angular interval equal to the angular spacing between first 
bed ports. Oscillating the angular Velocity of the second 
distributor valve is less advantageous, as Some of its func 
tion steps may have much shorter angular interval than the 
bed port angular spacing. The first distributor valve typically 
must carry much larger flows than the second distributor 
valve, and hence can benefit substantially from the oscilla 
tory angular velocity feature. 
A further refinement is to adjust the phase relationship and 

angular velocity profile, so that the distributor valve opens 
relatively slowly and closes relatively quickly. This feature 
will provide increased throttling between partly open ports 
at the beginning of equalization, blowdown or repressuriza 
tion steps. At the beginning of those steps, the driving 
pressure difference is greatest, so increased throttling then 
can usefully reduce peak velocities. 
The principle of asymmetric throttling over the distributor 

valves, with stronger throttling at the beginning relative to 
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the end of pressurization, equalization and blowdown steps, 
can also be achieved by shaping the valve ports. Thus, purge 
exhaust port 52 of FIG. 5 is shown with a narrow tapered 
leading edge 224, so that bed ports 30–35 will open gradu 
ally to port 52 with initially a small open orifice for 
relatively more intensive throttling, gradually opening to the 
maximum port orifice, and then after the open interval will 
close relatively abruptly. It can be seen from FIG. 6 that 
greater throttling at the early part of each step, progressively 
opening the valve ports to the fully open orifice area toward 
the end of the step, will make the flow more uniform through 
most of the step, except at the extreme beginning and end. 

Another desirable refinement in larger scale applications 
is to make the lands between function ports somewhat 
narrower than the width of the bed ports, so that flow 
between the function port and bed ports is never completely 
closed. With a brief time interval of each function port being 
slightly open (with Substantial throttling) to two beds, cross 
port leakage between beds will be small, while flow pulsa 
tions and valve opening/closing time intervals will be 
reduced. 

FIGS. 13 and 14 
The rotary distributor valves discussed above have used 

gas pressure or compression spring (e.g. mechanical spring) 
loading systems concentric to the valve rotary axis, to ensure 
close contact between the rotor and stator at the valve 
surface. When the valve has N bed ports and its function 
ports spaced over 360°, so that one rotation of the rotor 
corresponds to one cycle of the process, it is unbalanced (as 
will be evident from FIGS. 2 and 3) because the higher and 
lower pressure function ports are on opposed sides of the 
axis. As a result of the imbalance, high contact pressures will 
be established between the rotor and the stator adjacent the 
lower pressure function ports. Radial balance is more impor 
tant for the first distributor valve, as it is typically larger than 
the second distributor valve. 

FIGS. 13 and 14 show an alternative embodiment 600 of 
the first distributor valve in which approximate radial bal 
ance of the contact pressure distribution on the valve surface 
45 is achieved by communicating the pressure distribution 
on the valve Surface to a plurality of axially aligned loading 
pistons 601-607 disposed in a coaxial annular ring around 
the axis 43 within the valve rotor at a radius approximately 
equal to or somewhat greater than the radius of the function 
ports. Each of the pistons 603-607 is pressurized by the 
local pressure at its axially projected position on the valve 
Surface (typically corresponding to a function port), and is 
sealed by a piston ring 608 in a cylinder 613-617 in rotor 40, 
with each cylinder parallel to axis 43. The loading pistons 
are reacted on a rotating thrust plate 620, bearing against 
stationary thrust pad 621 of self-lubricating material. Thrust 
pad 621 is supported within stator housing 38, normal to the 
axis of rotation. Each of the loading pistons is located by a 
thrust socket 622 in thrust plate 620, thus forcing corotation 
of the thrust plate with the rotor. 

FIG. 13 is a schematic drawing of valve embodiment 600, 
showing all of the bed ports and function ports, which would 
in fact be at a single radius from axis 43 as shown in FIG. 
14. Likewise, FIG. 13 shows all of the loading pistons, 
which would be at a single radius substantially identical to 
or somewhat greater than the radius of the function ports 
from axis 43. FIG. 14 is section 623–624 of FIG. 13, and 
shows the annular pattern of the loading pistons at a some 
what greater radius and concentric with the function ports 
50, 51 and 52. At the same radius as the function ports, 
pressure sensing ports 625, 626 and 627 (corresponding to 
positions in the valve Surface lacking a function port) are 
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positioned at 60° spacing from each other or from adjacent 
function port centers. Port 51 communicates to countercur 
rent blowdown flow control valve 132 via conduit 131 and 
transfer chamber 130, and by conduit 631 to cylinder 613. 
Port 625 communicates by conduit 634 to cylinder 614. Port 
50 communicates by conduit 635 to cylinder 615, and to 
feed supply conduit 126 via transfer chamber 127. Port 626 
communicates by conduit 636 to cylinder 616. Port 627 
communicates by conduit 637 to cylinder 617. Purge 
exhaust port 52 communicates by conduit 640 to blank 
cylinder 641, communicating with chamber 642 between the 
rotor and the thrust plate 610, and thence to exhaust conduit 
121, which by conduit 643 vents annular chamber 644 
between the stator 36 and seal 112. No piston is needed in 
cylinder 641, since that cylinder is vented to the lower 
pressure. 
Embodiment 600 of the first distributor valve is energized 

by the externally imposed pressure difference between the 
higher pressure in conduit 126 and the lower pressure in 
conduit 121. The axial thrust load exerted by the ring of 
annular pistons approximately balances the pressure distri 
bution on the valve surface, so that excessively high contact 
pressures can be avoided. 

FIG. 15 
Another embodiment 700 of the distributor valves, here 

illustrated for a first distributor valve, uses a single eccentric 
loading device to achieve approximate radial balance of the 
rotor, while balancing the stator using loading pistons analo 
gous to those used in the rotor of embodiment 600. Com 
ponents common to first distributor valve 37 of FIG. 1 are 
denoted with equivalent reference numerals. 

Valve embodiment 700 is shown in cross section, taken 
across the plane of bed conduits 20 and 23 connecting bed 
port 30 and 33 respectively to beds 2 and 5, which are not 
shown. Sealing connections between each of the bed con 
duits in housing 38 and corresponding bed ports in stator 36 
are provided by fluid transfer sleeves, with fluid transfer 
sleeves 710 and 713 shown respectively forbed ports 30 and 
33. The fluid transfer sleeves are sealed in the housing and 
stator by static seals 720 and 721. Compression springs 730 
may optionally be provided to urge the fluid transfer sleeves 
toward the stator. The fluid transfer sleeves engage the stator 
against rotation relative to housing 38. 

It will be evident that each fluid transfer sleeve exerts an 
axial thrust on the stator, corresponding to the pressure in 
that bed port acting on the axial area of each fluid transfer 
sleeve, plus the compression spring forces. Hence, the set of 
fluid transfer sleeves act like the loading pistons of embodi 
ment 600, thrusting the stator to engage in sealing contact on 
sealing valve surface 45 against rotor 40. The force distri 
bution will reflect the asymmetric pressure distribution in 
the bed ports at any instant, and will thus achieve partial 
balance with the pressure distribution across face 45. 

Rotor 40 is rotated by shaft 42, sealed by shaft seal 116 
with seal bushing 740. Thrust loads on rotor 40 from the 
pressure distribution on the valve surface 45 are reacted by 
a thrust slipper 750 against thrust plate 751 mounted on 
housing closure 752. The thrust slipper 750 is part of the 
rotor assembly. Thrust slipper 750 is enabled to move axially 
to contact thrust plate 751 by sliding or flexing of seal means 
756 (which may be a piston ring seal, or a flexing diaphragm 
or bellows); and is thereby sealed to rotor 40, and is also 
urged against thrust plate 751 by compression spring 757 
(which may be a metallic coil spring or an elastomeric 
spring, in the latter case possibly integral with a flexing 
diaphragm seal 756). 

Feed port 50 on rotor 40 communicates to chamber 758 
interior to thrust slipper 750, while exhaust port 52 com 
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municates to interior chamber 759 of housing 38 external to 
piston 750. Chamber 758 communicates through the thrust 
plate 751 and end closure 752 to high pressure feed port 126, 
while chamber 759 communicates through housing 38 to 
low pressure exhaust port 121. Thrust plate 751 is secured to 
end closure 752 by dowels 761 and seal 762. End closure 
752 is attached to housing 38 by capscrews 763. 

Thrust slipper 750 acts as fluid transfer means to convey 
feed fluid from the stationary housing to the rotor. The thrust 
slipper also loads the rotor against the valve surface 45, and 
hence the diameter of thrust slipper seal 756 must be 
sufficient to provide an effective piston energized by feed 
pressure in chamber 758 for positive sealing of the valve 
surface. With the thrust slipper eccentrically positioned as 
shown in FIG. 15, radially offset from axis 43 so as to load 
the valve rotor toward the high pressure feed port and away 
from the low pressure exhaust port, approximate balance can 
be obtained of the present distribution in the valve surface. 
This feature allows the valve to be loaded less heavily than 
would otherwise be necessary, and thus to operate with 
smaller internal forces, and with less frictional power loss 
and heat dissipation. 

It is within the scope of the invention to mount thrust 
slipper concentrically to axis 43. The concentric configura 
tion requires a somewhat larger thrust force (e.g. greater 
diameter of thrust slipper seal 756) to ensure positive sealing 
in valve surface 45, and rotor 40 is subject to a greater radial 
force to be reacted by bushing 740 or other radial bearing. 
The clearance space 770 between stator 36, housing 38 

and the fluid transfer sleeves may be used as a fluid flow 
passage, e.g. of countercurrent blowdown gas, in order to 
achieve enhanced convective cooling of the valve stator and 
sealing Surface. 

It will be seen that loading means to establish fluid sealing 
contact between the rotor and stator is provided by axially 
aligned fluid transfer sleeves sealing each bed port of the 
stator and providing fluid communication to the correspond 
ing adsorbent bed of each bed port, with the fluid transfer 
sleeves having enough axially projected area with optional 
assistance of compression springs, so as to thrust the stator 
against the rotor. Alternative or Supplementary loading 
means to establish fluid sealing contact between the rotor 
and Stator are provided by a thrust slipper engaged by axially 
compliant sealing means to the valve rotor so as to define a 
chamber pressurized by feed fluid to thrust the rotor against 
the valve sealing Surface. 

FIG 16 
Referring back to the embodiment of FIG. 1, flow controls 

61 to 66 are adjusted by controller 164 if these flow controls 
or adjustable orifices are provided as throttle valves, and are 
to be adjusted continuously while the apparatus is operating, 
they should be actuated simultaneously so that these flow 
controls present Substantially identical orifice restrictions to 
light reflux gas flow at any time. Hence, the flow controls 61 
to 66 may be ganged together mechanically for simultaneous 
actuation by controller 164. 

FIG. 16 shows a simplified embodiment 800 in which 
flow controls 61 to 66 are adjustable only between two 
discrete settings. This discretely adjustable flow control is 
illustrated for flow control 61, it being understood that the 
identical device would be applied to flow controls 62 to 66. 
The adjustable orifice of flow control 61 has a more restric 
tive setting defined by fixed orifice 801, and a less restrictive 
setting defined by the combination in parallel of fixed 
orifices 801 and 802. Orifices 801 and 802 are respectively 
in conduits 803 and 804 branching in parallel between 
conduit 55 and second end 14 of bed 2. A two-way selector 
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valve 805 in conduit 804 is actuated by controller 164. When 
selector valve 805 is open or closed, flow control 61 is 
respectively at its less or more restrictive setting. With 
similar two-way selector valves in each of the discretely 
adjustable flow controls 61 to 66 to switch these flow 
controls between substantially identical more and less 
restrictive settings, and simultaneous actuation by controller 
164 of all six selector valves, a simplified control is achieved 
compared to the alternative coordinated actuation of con 
tinuously adjustable throttle valves. 
The use of two discrete settings for flow controls 61 to 66 

will be particularly suitable for applications in which a two 
speed drive 154 or motor 155 is used to operate the rotary 
distributor valves at two cycle frequencies. The less restric 
tive setting of the flow controls would be used at the higher 
cycle frequency. For a wide range of flow control 
adjustment, more than two settings may be provided by 
providing additional orifices in parallel. 

It will be appreciated that the above described device of 
discretely adjustable flow controls or adjustable orifices, 
with two or possibly more discrete settings established by 
selector valves opening and closing Supplemental orifices in 
parallel, may be applied to any of the flow controls in the 
present invention, including flow controls 61 to 66; adjust 
able orifices 96, 97 and 98; or flow control valve 132. 

INDUSTRIAL APPLICABILITY 

The present invention is applicable to hydrogen 
separation, air separation, and to many other gas or vapour 
separations. The invention overcomes barriers to the tech 
nical simplification and economic scale-up of highly effi 
cient and productive gas separation equipment. 
An important application is hydrogen recovery from 

refinery offgases or low BTU syngas. PSA has previously 
been applied most successfully to purification of hydrogen 
from hydrogen rich feed streams (such as high BTU syngas 
generated by Steam reforming of methane), typically avail 
able at high pressure. PSA has not previously been found 
economic for recovery of hydrogen from lean or very low 
pressure feed streams. Demand for hydrogen is rapidly 
increasing in the petroleum refining industry, while that 
industry continues to burn large amounts of hydrogen in 
waste fuel gas streams. 
The present invention has been tested experimentally for 

purification of hydrogen generated by Steam reforming of 
methanol or partial oxidation of methane, and for hydrogen 
recovery from refinery hydrotreater offgases as well as from 
tail gas of conventional PSA Systems. 
A Small industrial pilot plant according to the embodiment 

of FIG. 1 has been operated with a methanol reformer to 
produce hydrogen of 99.999% purity at flow rates sufficient 
for a 6 kilowatt fuel cell. A variable speed drive was used to 
operate the rotary distributor valves. Using the flow controls 
of FIG. 1, satisfactory operation was established with vary 
ing methanol reformate feed flow and pressure over a 4:1 
range of cycle frequencies. 
The present invention enables the use of simple multiport 

rotary distributor valves and cooperating flow controls, with 
adsorbent beds cycled at relatively high frequency, to 
recover hydrogen from lean and low pressure petroleum 
refinery offgases. 

Typical application objectives are to recover hydrogen 
from a hydrotreater purge gas containing 30% hydrogen, 
Supplied at a pressure of 8 atmospheres, while discharging 
tail gas depleted of hydrogen at 2 atmospheres total pressure. 
With adsorbent beds approximately 1.5 meters deep, con 
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taining 9/12 mesh pellets of suitable adsorbent (e.g. 13X 
Zeolite, with a guard layer of alumina dessicant at the first 
end of the adsorbent beds), it is found that the apparatus of 
the invention can deliver high purity hydrogen at cycle 
periods of 20 to 30 seconds. High cycle frequency enables 5 
low adsorbent inventory. Having relatively shallow adsor 
bent beds, this apparatus can be delivered to an application 
site as a fully assembled modular skid. The small adsorbent 
inventory and simplified controls enable competitive per 
formance and economics. 10 

The invention may also be applied to concentrate oxygen 
from atmospheric air, using a Zeolite adsorbent on which 
nitrogen is more readily adsorbed than oxygen at ambient 
temperature. The higher pressure of the process will be 
above atmospheric, and the lower pressure may be atmo- 15 
spheric or subatmospheric. Suitable adsorbents include Zeo 
lite 13X or 10X. The typically six bed cycles of the present 
invention achieve higher product recovery than conven 
tional PSA or VSA air separation cycles, while high cycle 
frequency again enables a low adsorbent inventory. 2O 

It will be understood that the different aspects of the 
present invention may be expressed with much diversity and 
in many combinations other than the specific examples 
described above, under the scope of the following claims. 
We claim: 25 

1. Process for separating first and second components of 
a feed gas mixture, the first component being more readily 
adsorbed under increase of pressure relative to the second 
component which is less readily adsorbed under increase of 
pressure over an adsorbent material. Such that a gas mixture 
of the first and second components contacting the adsorbent 
material is relatively enriched in the first component at a 
lower pressure and is relatively enriched in the second 
component at a higher pressure when the pressure is cycled 
between the lower and higher pressures at a cyclic frequency 
of the process defining a cycle period; providing for the 
process a number “N' of substantially similar adsorbent 
beds of the adsorbent material, with said adsorbent beds 
having first and second ends; and further providing for the 
process a first rotary distributor valve connected in parallel 
to the first ends of the adsorbent beds and a second rotary 
distributor valve connected in parallel to the second ends of 
the adsorbent ends, with flow controls cooperating with the 
first and second distributor valves; introducing the feed gas 
mixture at substantially the higher pressure to the first 
distributor valve; and rotating the first and second distributor 
valves so as to perform in each adsorbent bed the sequen 
tially repeated steps within the cycle period of: 
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(A) Supplying a flow of the feed gas mixture at the higher 
pressure through the first distributor valve to the first 
end of the adsorbent bed during a feed time interval, 
withdrawing gas enriched in the second component 
from the second end of the adsorbent bed, and deliv 
ering a portion of the gas enriched in the second 
component as a light product gas, 

50 

55 

(B) withdrawing a flow of gas enriched in the second 
component as light reflux gas from the second end of 
the adsorbent bed through the second distributor valve, 
so as to depressurize the adsorbentbed from the higher 60 
pressure toward an equalization pressure less than the 
higher pressure, while controlling the flow so that the 
pressure in the bed approaches the equalization pres 
Sure within an equalization time interval, 

(C) withdrawing a flow of light reflux gas enriched in the 
second component from the second end of the adsor 
bent bed through the second distributor valve, so as to 
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depressurize the adsorbent bed from approximately the 
equalization pressure to an intermediate pressure less 
than the equalization pressure and greater than the 
lower pressure, while controlling the flow so that the 
pressure in the bed reaches approximately the interme 
diate pressure within a cocurrent blowdown time 
interval, 

(D) withdrawing a flow of gas enriched in the first 
component from the first end of the adsorbent bed 
through the first distributor valve, so as to depressurize 
the adsorbent bed from approximately the intermediate 
pressure to approach the lower pressure, while control 
ling the flow so that the pressure in the bed approaches 
the lower pressure within a countercurrent blowdown 
time interval, 

(E) returning a low of light reflux gas enriched in the 
second component from the second distributor valve to 
the second end of the adsorbent bed at substantially the 
lower pressure, while withdrawing gas enriched in the 
first component from the first end of the adsorbent bed 
and through the first distributor valve over a purge time 
interval, said flow of gas enriched in the second com 
ponent from the second distributor valve being with 
drawn from another of the adsorbent beds which is 
undergoing cocurrent blowdown step (C) of the 
process, 

(F) returning a flow of light reflux gas enriched in the 
second component from the second distributor valve to 
the bed, so as to repressurize the adsorbent bed from 
approximately the lower pressure to approach the 
equalization pressure, while controlling the flow so that 
the pressure in the bed approaches the equalization 
pressure within an equalization time interval, said flow 
of gas enriched in the second component from the 
second distributor valve being withdrawn from another 
of the adsorbent beds which is undergoing equalization 
step (B) of the process, 

(G) admitting gas to the adsorbent bed, so as to further 
repressurize the adsorbent bed from the equalization 
pressure toward the higher pressure, while controlling 
the flow so that the presence in the bed approaches the 
higher pressure within a repressurization time interval, 

(H) cyclically repeating steps (A) to (G). 
2. The process of claim 1, further varying cycle fre 

quency so as to achieve desired purity, recovery and flow 
rate of the light product gas. 

3. The process of claim 1, in step (G) returning a flow of 
light reflux gas enriched in the second component from the 
second distributor valve to the bed, so as to repressurize the 
adsorbent bed to approach the higher pressure, while con 
trolling the flow so that the pressure in the bed approaches 
the higher pressure within a repressurization time interval, 
the flow of gas enriched in the second component from the 
second distributor valve being withdrawn from another of 
the adsorbent beds which is undergoing feed step (A) of the 
process. 

4. The process of claim 1, in step (G) admitting feed gas 
from the first distributor valve to the bed, so as to repres 
Surize the adsorbent bed to approach the higher pressure, 
while controlling the flow so that the pressure in the bed 
approaches the higher pressure within a repressurization 
time interval. 

5. The process of claim 1, Supplying the feed gas mixture 
during the initial part of step (A) to the first end of the 
adsorbent bed, and then Supplying a second feed gas with a 
greater concentration of the first component during the later 
part of step (A) to the first end of the adsorbent bed. 
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6. The process of claim 5, recompressing a portion of the 
gas enriched in the first component withdrawn from the first 
end of an adsorbent bed during step (D) or preferably (E) to 
Substantially the higher pressure, and Supplying this portion 
of the gas enriched in the first component as the second feed 
gas through the first distributor valve to the first end of the 
adsorbent bed in the latter part of the feed time interval in 
step (A). 

7. The process of claim 6, providing a feed selector valve 
to alternatingly direct the feed gas mixture or the heavy 
reflux gas through the first distributor valve to the first end 
of the adsorbent bed, and switching the feed selector valve 
at a frequency “N” times the cycle frequency. 

8. The process of claim 1, exchanging light reflux gas 
enriched in the second component between a bed undergo 
ing step (B) and another bed undergoing step (F) directly 
through the second distributor valve in substantially identi 
cal equalization time intervals for those steps (B) and (F) 

9. The process of claim 8, in which the cycle period is 
approximately the sum of the feed time interval, twice the 
equalization time interval, the cocurrent blowdown time 
interval, the purge time interval, and the repressurization 
time interval. 

10. The process of claim 1, further providing adjustable 
orifices interposed between the second end of each adsor 
bent bed and the second distributor valve as flow controls 
cooperating with the second distributor valve, one adjustable 
orifice being provided for each bed and the orifices being 
adjusted simultaneously so as to have substantially identical 
settings at any time, and adjusting the orifices so as to 
control the flow at the second ends of the adsorbent beds in 
steps (B), (C), (E), (F) and (G). 

11. The process of claim 10, further providing a product 
delivery check valve for each adsorbent bed communicating 
from the second end of that adsorbent bed to a light product 
manifold, and delivering the light product through the prod 
uct delivery check valves. 

12. The process of claim 10, in which the time intervals 
of steps (B), (C) and (F) are substantially equal, so that the 
intermediate pressure remains Substantially constant as the 
orifices are adjusted. 

13. The process of claim 10, in which the orifices are 
adjusted by Switching between discrete settings. 

14. The process of claim 1, further delivering the light 
product gas through the second distributor valve. 

15. The process of claim 1, further providing an adjust 
able orifice in the second distributor valve as a flow control 
cooperating with the second distributor valve, and adjusting 
the orifice so as to control the flow in step (C). 

16. The process of claim 1, further providing adjustable 
orifices in the second distributor valve as flow controls 
cooperating with the second distributor valve, and adjusting 
the orifices so as to control the flow at the second ends of the 
adsorbent beds in steps (B), (C), (E), (F) and (G). 

17. The process of claim 1, further providing a flow 
control cooperating with the first distributor valve to control 
the flow in step (D) so as to establish the intermediate 
pressure relative to the higher and lower pressures, such that 
the ratio of the difference between the intermediate pressure 
and the lower pressure to the difference between the higher 
pressure and the lower pressure is in the range of approxi 
mately 0.15 to 0.25. 

18. The process of claim 1, further controlling the flow 
in step (A) by establishing the volumetric flow of the feed 
gas mixture at the higher pressure. 

19. The process of claim 1, further controlling the flow 
in step (A) by regulating the pressure at which the product 
gas is withdrawn. 
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20. The process of claim 1, further controlling the flow 

in each step so as to avoid damaging the adsorbent by 
transient high flow velocity in the adsorbent bed. 

21. The process of claim 1, further controlling the flow 
velocities in steps (B), (C), (D), (F) and (G) so that the ratio 
of the peak flow velocity to the average flow velocity in 
those steps will not exceed approximately 2:1. 

22. Apparatus for separating first and second components 
of a feed gas mixture, the first component being more readily 
adsorbed under increase of pressure relative to the second 
component which is less readily adsorbed under increase of 
pressure over an adsorbent material. Such that a gas mixture 
of the first and second components contacting the adsorbent 
material is relatively enriched in the first component at a 
lower pressure and is relatively enriched in the second 
component at a higher pressure when the pressure is cycled 
between the lower and higher pressures at a cyclic frequency 
of the process defining a cycle period, the apparatus includ 
1ng 

(a) a number “N” of substantially similar adsorbent beds 
of the adsorbent material, with said adsorbent beds 
having first and second ends defining a flow path 
through the adsorbent material; 

(b) light product delivery means to deliver a light product 
flow of gas enriched in the second component from the 
second ends of the adsorbent beds; 

(c) a first rotary distributor valve connected in parallel to 
the first ends of the adsorbent beds; the first distributor 
valve having a stator and a rotor rotatable about an axis; 
the stator and rotor comprising a pair of relatively 
rotating valve elements, the valve elements being 
engaged in fluid Sealing sliding contact in a valve 
surface, the valve surface being a surface of revolution 
coaxial to the axis, each of the valve elements having 
a plurality of ports to the valve Surface and in sequential 
sliding registration with the ports in the valve surface of 
the other valve element through the relative rotation of 
the valve elements; one of said valve elements being a 
first bed port element having N first bed ports each 
communicating to the first end of one of the Nadsor 
bent beds; and the other valve element being a first 
function port element having a plurality of first function 
ports including a feed port, a countercurrent blowdown 
port and a purge exhaust port; with the bed ports spaced 
apart by equal angular separation between adjacent 
ports; and with the first function ports and first bed 
ports at the same radial and axial position on the valve 
Surface so that each first function port is opened in 
sequence to each of the N first bed ports by relative 
rotation of the valve elements; 

(d) a second rotary distributor valve connected in parallel 
to the second ends of the adsorbent beds and cooper 
ating with the first distributor valve; the second dis 
tributor valve having a stator and a rotor rotatable about 
an axis; the stator and rotor comprising a pair of 
relatively rotating valve elements, the valve elements 
being engaged in fluid sealing sliding contact in a valve 
surface, the valve surface being a surface of revolution 
coaxial to the axis, each of the valve elements having 
a plurality of ports to the valve Surface and in sequential 
sliding registration with the ports in the valve surface of 
the other valve element through the relative rotation of 
the valve elements; one of said valve elements being a 
second bed port element having N second bed ports 
each communicating to the second end of one of the N 
adsorbent beds; and the other valve element being a 
second function port element having a plurality of 
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second function ports including a plurality of light 
reflux withdrawal ports and light reflux return ports, 
with each light reflux return port communicating 
through the second function element to a light reflux 
withdrawal port; with the bed ports spaced apart by 
equal angular separation between adjacent ports; and 
with the function ports and bed ports at the same radial 
and axial position on the valve Surface so that each 
function port is opened in sequence to each of the N bed 
ports by relative rotation of the valve elements: 

(e) drive means to establish rotation of the rotors, and 
hence relative rotation of the bed port elements and the 
function port elements of the first and second distribu 
tor valves, with a phase relation between the rotation of 
the rotors and angular spacing of the function ports of 
the first and second distributor valves so as to establish 
for each adsorbent bed communicating to correspond 
ing first and second bed ports the following sequential 
and cyclically repeated steps at a cycle frequency for 
those bed ports: 
(i) the first bed port is open to the feed port, while light 

product gas is delivered by a light product delivery 
means, 

(ii) the second bed port is open to a light reflux 
withdrawal port, 

(iii) the first bed port is open to the countercurrent 
blowdown port, 

(iv) the first bed port is open to the purge exhaust port, 
while the second bed port is open to a light reflux 
return port; 

(f) countercurrent blowdown flow control means cooper 
ating with the first distributor valve; 

(g) light reflux flow control means cooperating with the 
second distributor valve; 

(h) feed supply means to introduce the feed gas mixture 
to the feed port of the first distributor valve at substan 
tially the higher pressure; and 

(i) exhaust means to remove gas enriched in the first 
component from the purge exhaust port of the first 
distributor valve. 

23. The apparatus of claim 22, in which the second 
function ports of the second distributor valve include light 
reflux withdrawal ports to withdraw light reflux gas enriched 
in the second component from beds undergoing feed, equal 
ization depressurization and cocurrent blowdown steps; 
light reflux return ports to Supply gas enriched in the second 
component to beds undergoing purge, equalization pressur 
ization and repressurization steps; and each light reflux 
withdrawal port communicates to a light reflux return port 
through an orifice; so as to establish by rotation of the 
distributor valve rotors the following sequential and cycli 
cally repeated steps for the adsorbent bed of: 

(A) the first bed port is open to the feed port, while the 
second bed port is open to a light reflux withdrawal port 
communicating through an orifice to a light reflux 
return port open to repressurize another bed undergoing 
step (F) below, and light product gas is delivered from 
the second end of the adsorbent bed by a light product 
delivery valve; 

(B) the second bed port is open for pressure equalization 
to a light reflux withdrawal port communicating 
through an orifice to a light reflux port open to another 
bed undergoing step (F) below, so as to equalize the 
pressures of the beds; 

(C) the second bed port is open for countercurrent blow 
down to a light reflux withdrawal port communicating 
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through an orifice to a light reflux port open for purging 
to another bed undergoing step (E) below: 

(D) the first bed port is open to the countercurrent 
blowdown port, so as to depressurize the bed to the 
lower pressure; 

(E) the first bed port is open to the purge exhaust port, 
while the second bed port is open to a light reflux return 
port So as to receive light reflux gas from another bed 
undergoing step (C) above; 

(F) the second bed port is open to a light reflux return port 
So as to receive light reflux gas from another bed 
undergoing step (B) above for pressure equalization; 
and 

(G) the second bed port is open to a light reflux return port 
So as to receive light reflux gas from another bed 
undergoing step (A) above for repressurization. 

24. The apparatus of claim 23, in which the first bed port 
is opened to the feed port before light product gas is 
delivered from the second end of the adsorbent bed by the 
light product delivery valve, so that repressurization of the 
adsorbent bed is achieved at least in part by feed gas. 

25. The apparatus of claim 23, in which each light reflux 
withdrawal port communicates to a light reflux return port 
through an orifice which is an adjustable orifice, provided as 
light reflux flow control means. 

26. The apparatus of claim 23, in which the first bed port 
element is the stator, and the first function port element is the 
rotor, of the first distributor valve; and the second bed port 
element is the stator, and the second function port element 
is the rotor, of the second distributor valve. 

27. The apparatus of claim 26, in which each light reflux 
withdrawal port communicates to a light reflux return port 
through an orifice which is an adjustable orifice within the 
rotor, provided as light reflux flow control means. 

28. The apparatus of claim 26, with actuator means to 
control the adjustable orifice from outside the rotor while the 
rotor is revolving. 

29. The apparatus of claim 28, in which the adjustable 
orifice is provided as a throttle valve within the rotor, and the 
actuator means is coupled to the throttle valve through a 
mechanical linkage. 

30. The apparatus of claim 26, in which each light reflux 
withdrawal port communicates to a light reflux return port 
through an adjustable orifice which is a throttle valve 
external to the rotor, with transfer chambers having rotary 
seals providing fluid communication between the throttle 
valve and the light reflux withdrawal port, and between the 
throttle valve and the light reflux return port. 

31. The apparatus of claim 26, in which the light reflux 
control means includes an adjustable orifice or throttle valve 
interposed between the second end of each adsorbent bed 
and the second distributor valve, and means to adjust the 
orifices or throttle valves simultaneously such that each of 
the adjustable orifices will have substantially identical set 
tings at each time. 

32. The apparatus of claim 31, in which each of the 
adjustable orifices is provided by at least two fixed orifices 
in parallel, with one of the fixed orifices always open to flow, 
and another orifice being opened or closed to flow by a 
selector valve so as to establish respectively less restrictive 
and more restrictive discrete settings of the adjustable ori 
fice. 

33. The apparatus of claim 31, in which the light product 
delivery means for each adsorbentbed is provided as a check 
valve enabling flow from the second end of that adsorbent 
bed to a product delivery manifold. 

34. The apparatus of claim 31, in which the light product 
delivery means is the second distributor valve, provided 
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with a light product delivery port; and a check valve is 
provided in parallel with each adjustable orifice or throttle 
valve so as to permit unrestricted flow from the second end 
of each bed to the second distributor valve. 

35. The apparatus of claim 22, with the drive means 
being a variable speed drive controlled by a cycle frequency 
controller 

36. The apparatus of claim 22, with the drive means 
including angular Velocity variation means to vary the 
angular velocity of the rotor of the first distributor valve at 
a multiple “N’ times the cycle frequency, so as to extend the 
time interval during which a function port is substantially 
fully open to each bed port, and to reduce the time interval 
during which that function port is Substantially closed to any 
bed port, while maintaining the minimum angular Velocity 
of the rotor during the cycle to be greater than Zero. 

37. The apparatus of claim 36, in which the angular 
Velocity variation means is provided as a pair of noncircular 
gears in the drive train to the first distributor valve. 

38. The apparatus of claim 22, in which a function port 
is shaped so as to provide a gradually opening orifice so as 
to impose relatively intensive throttling at the beginning of 
a blowdown, pressurization or equalization step. 

39. The apparatus of claim 22, in which the valve surface 
of a distributor valve is a flat disc normal to the axis of that 
valve, and with loading means to establish fluid sealing 
sliding contact between the stator and rotor of that distribu 
tor valve. 

40. The apparatus of claim 39, in which the loading 
means is in part provided by compression springs. 

41. The apparatus of claim 39, in which the loading 
means includes a plurality of axially aligned loading pistons 
disposed in a coaxial annulus within the valve rotor at 
substantially the radius of the function ports, with each 
piston communicating to the local gas pressure at its axially 
projected position in the valve surface, and the pistons 
reacting against a rotating thrust plate so as to achieve 
approximate radial balance. 

42. The apparatus of claim 39, in which the loading 
means to establish fluid sealing contact between the rotor 
and stator is provided by axially aligned fluid transfer 
sleeves for each bed port of the stator and providing sealed 
fluid communication to the corresponding adsorbent bed of 
each bed port, with the fluid transfer sleeves having enough 
axially projected area so as to thrust the stator against the 
rotor in sealing contact, with optional assistance of com 
pression springs. 

43. The apparatus of claim 42, in which a clearance space 
between stator and the fluid transfer sleeves may be used as 
a fluid flow passage to achieve enhanced convective cooling 
of the valve. 

44. The apparatus of claim 39, in which the loading 
means to establish fluid sealing contact between the rotor 
and stator is provided by a thrust slipper reacting against a 
stationary thrust plate and engaged by axially compliant 
sealing means to the valve rotor so as to define a chamber 
pressurized by feed fluid to thrust the rotor against the valve 
sealing surface. 

45. The apparatus of claim 44, in which the thrust slipper 
provides fluid transfer means to convey feed fluid from a 
stationary housing to the rotor 

46. The apparatus of claim 44, in which the thrust slipper 
is eccentrically positioned and radially offset from the axis 
of said rotor toward the high pressure feed port and away 
from the low pressure exhaust port, so as to balance approxi 
mately the pressure distribution in the valve sealing surface. 
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47. A rotary distributor valve comprising: 
a stator housing having a stator housing face, wherein the 

Stator housing face comprises at least three fluid port 
openings, and a central axis of rotation, 

a rotor having a rotor face, wherein the rotor face 
comprises at least two fluid port openings and a central 
axis of rotation disposed coaxially with the axis of 
rotation of the stator housing face, 

an intermediate valve element having first and second 
faces, a central axis of rotation disposed coaxially with 
the axes of rotation of the stator housing and rotor 
faces, and a plurality of fluid ports extending between 
the first and second faces, which fluid ports are aligned 
with the fluid port openings in One of the stator housing 
face or the rotor face, wherein the first face of the 
intermediate valve element faces the rotor face and is 
in fluidly sealing contact with the rotor face, and the 
second face of the intermediate valve element faces the 
Stator housing face and is in fluidly sealing contact with 
the stator housing face, and 

loading means operable to exert a sealing force on the 
rotary valve, which urges the stator housing face and 
the rotor face towards each other to promote fluidly 
sealing contact between the rotor and stator housing 
faces and the first and second faces of the intermediate 
valve element respectively, 

wherein the stator housing face and the rotor face are 
rotatable relative to each other about their common 
coaxial axis of rotation, 

wherein the rotor additionally comprises at least one fluid 
passage connecting a first fluid port opening in the 
rotor face to a second fluid port opening in the rotor 
face, and 

wherein the loading means comprises gas pressure load 
ing means, and the gas pressure loading means is 
operable to exert distributed variable sealing force 
around a sealing face of the rotary distributor valve, 
said distributed variable sealing force being responsive 
to the distribution of pressure in the fluid port openings 
in the Stator housing face. 

48. A rotary distributor valve comprising: 
a stator housing having a stator housing face, wherein the 

Stator housing face comprises at least three fluid port 
openings, and a central axis of rotation, 

a rotor having a rotor face, wherein the rotor face 
comprises at least two fluid port openings and a central 
axis of rotation disposed coaxially with the axis of 
rotation of the stator housing face, and 

an intermediate valve element having first and second 
faces, a central axis of rotation disposed coaxially with 
the axes of rotation of the stator housing and rotor 
faces, and a plurality of fluid ports extending between 
the first and second faces, which fluid ports are aligned 
with the fluid port openings in One of the stator housing 
face or the rotor face, wherein the first face of the 
intermediate valve element faces the rotor face and is 
in fluidly sealing contact with the rotor face, and the 
second face of the intermediate valve element faces the 
Stator housing face and is in fluidly sealing contact with 
the stator housing face, 

wherein the stator housing face and the rotor face are 
rotatable relative to each other about their common 
coaxial axis of rotation, 

wherein the rotor additionally comprises at least one fluid 
passage connecting a first fluid port opening in the 
rotor face to a second fluid port opening in the rotor 
face, and 
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wherein the rotor additionally comprises flow control 
means to control fluid flow within the at least one fluid 
paSSage. 

49. The rotary distributor valve according to claim 47 
wherein the intermediate valve comprises a stator secured to 
the stator housing face. 

50. The rotary distributor valve according to claim 47 
wherein the intermediate valve element fluid ports are 
aligned with the fluid port openings in the stator housing 
face, and the intermediate valve element remains rotation 
ally stationary relative to the stator housing face during 
relative rotation of the stator housing face and the rotor 
face. 

51. The rotary distributor valve according to claim 47 
additionally comprising rotary drive means operable to 
rotate the rotor face and Stator housing face relative to each 
Other: 

52. The rotary distributor valve according to claim 51 
wherein the rotary drive means is operable to vary the speed 
of relative rotation between the rotor face and Stator housing 
face. 

53. The rotary distributor valve according to claim 47 
wherein the stator housing face and rotor face comprise 
metal materials, and the intermediate valve element Com 
prises polymeric or carbon materials. 

54. The rotary distributor valve according to claim 47 
wherein the valve is a rotary pressure Swing adsorption 
distributor valve. 

55. The rotary pressure Swing adsorption distributor 
valve according to claim 54 additionally comprising flow 
control means to control fluid flow within the at least one 
fluid passage. 

56. The rotary pressure Swing adsorption distributor 
valve according to claim 55 additionally comprising rotary 
drive means operable to rotate the rotor face and stator 
housing face relative to each other. 

57. The rotary pressure Swing adsorption distributor 
valve according to claim 56 wherein the rotary drive means 
is operable to vary the speed of relative rotation between the 
rotor face and stator housing face. 

58. The rotary pressure Swing adsorption distributor 
valve according to claim 56 additionally comprising loading 
means operable to exert a sealing force on the rotary valve, 
which urges the Stator housing face and the rotor face 
towards each other to promote fluidly sealing contact 
between at least one of the rotor and stator housing faces 
and the first and second faces of the intermediate valve 
element respectively. 

59. The rotary pressure swing adsorption distributor 
valve according to claim 56 wherein the intermediate valve 
comprises a stator secured to the stator housing face. 

60. The rotary pressure Swing adsorption distributor 
valve according to claim 56 wherein the intermediate valve 
element fluid ports are aligned with the fluid port openings 
in the stator housing face, and the intermediate valve 
element remains rotationally stationary relative to the stator 
housing face during relative rotation of the rotor face and 
stator housing face. 

61. The rotary distributor valve according to claim 60 
wherein the intermediate valve element is fixedly attached to 
the stator housing face. 

62. The rotary pressure Swing adsorption distributor 
valve according to claim 56 wherein the stator housing face, 
rotor face and first and second intermediate valve element 
faces are configured as surfaces of revolution. 

63. The rotary pressure Swing adsorption distributor 
valve according to claim 62 wherein the stator housing face, 
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rotor face and first and second intermediate valve element 
faces are configured as discs. 

64. The rotary pressure Swing adsorption distributor 
valve according to claim 63 wherein the intermediate valve 
element is a plate. 

65. A rotary distributor valve comprising: 
a stator housing having a stator housing face, wherein the 

Stator housing face comprises at least three fluid port 
openings, and a central axis of rotation, 

a rotor having a rotor face, wherein the rotor face 
comprises at least two fluid port openings and a central 
axis of rotation disposed coaxially with the axis of 
rotation of the stator housing face, 

an intermediate valve element having first and second 
faces, a central axis of rotation disposed coaxially with 
the axes of rotation of the stator housing and rotor 
faces, and a plurality of fluid ports extending between 
the first and second faces, which fluid ports are aligned 
with the fluid port openings in One of the stator housing 
face or the rotor face, wherein the first face of the 
intermediate valve element faces the rotor face and is 
in fluidly sealing contact with the rotor face, and the 
second face of the intermediate valve element faces the 
Stator housing face and is in fluidly sealing contact with 
the stator housing face, 

wherein the stator housing face and the rotor face are 
rotatable relative to each other about their common 
coaxial axis of rotation, 

wherein the rotor additionally comprises at least one fluid 
passage connecting a first fluid port opening in the 
rotor face to a second fluid port opening in the rotor 
face, 

wherein the valve is a rotary pressure Swing adsorption 
distributor valve, 

flow control means to control fluid flow within the at least 
One fluid passage, 

rotary drive means operable to rotate the rotor face and 
Stator housing face relative to each other, and 

loading means operable to exert a sealing force on the 
rotary valve, which urges the stator housing face and 
the rotor face towards each other to promote fluidly 
sealing contact between at least one of the rotor and 
Stator housing faces and the first and second faces of 
the intermediate valve element respectively, 

wherein the loading means comprises distributed gas 
pressure loading means, the stator housing face and 
rotor face each comprise at least six fluid port 
openings, the intermediate valve element comprises at 
least six fluid ports, and the rotary drive means com 
prises an electric rotary drive motor: 

66. The rotary pressure Swing adsorption distributor 
valve according to claim 65 wherein the electric rotary drive 
motor is a variable speed electric rotary drive motor: 

67. The rotary pressure Swing adsorption distributor 
valve according to claim 66, wherein the stator housing face 
and rotor face comprise metal materials, and the interme 
diate valve element comprises at least one polymeric mate 
rial. 

68. The rotary pressure Swing adsorption distributor 
valve according to claim 67 wherein the intermediate valve 
element comprises at least one carbon material. 


